
 

 County of Shenandoah 
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING & ZONING 

600 N. Main Street, Suite 107 

WOODSTOCK, VA 22664 
www.shenandoahcountyva.us 

 

Citizens Advisory Committee 

Discussion Agenda 
Via Zoom Conference Call 

 

March 25th, 2020 

5:00 – 7:00 PM 

AGENDA  
 

1. Welcome And Greetings 

2. How is everyone coping with COVID-19? 

3. Changes to CAC’s Five Year Plan for the 2045 Comprehensive Plan due to COVID-19 

4. Updates: 

 

a. Updates from Members On Towns/Districts 

 

5. Discussion 

a. Census 2020 

b. First Results From 2045 Community Survey 

6. History of Planning And Zoning 

 

a. Presentation By Tyler Hinkle 

 

b. Four Questions And Discussion 

 

7. +/Δ 

 

8. Other 

 

9. Adjourn  

10. Next Meeting April 22nd at 5:00 pm Via Zoom Conference Call  

https://virginia.zoom.us/j/915580425
https://virginia.zoom.us/j/915580425


CAC Planning Commissions 
January 22

nd

, 2020 

 

Summary Agenda: 

Census Bureau Visit 

Outreach Discussion 

Survey Review 

Shenandoah County No Meeting 

New Market No Meeting 

Mount Jackson January 6
th

 7 pm 

Edinburg January 21
st

 7 pm 

Woodstock January 27
th

 7 pm 

Toms Brook January 2
nd

 7 pm 

Strasburg January 28
th

 7 pm 

February 26
th

, 2020 

 

Summary Agenda: 

Survey Final Review 

Pat Yourselves On The Back 

Release Survey 

Shenandoah County February 6
th

 7 pm 

New Market No Meeting 

Mount Jackson February 3
rd

 7 pm 

Edinburg February 18
th

 7 pm 

Woodstock February 24
th

 7 pm 

Toms Brook February 6
th

 7 pm 

Strasburg February 25
th

 7 pm 

March 25
th

, 2020 

 

Summary Agenda: 

Survey First Results 

History Of Zoning & Planning 

Transit Oriented Development 

Ecological Systems 

Shenandoah County March 5
th

 7 pm 

New Market March 2
nd

 7 pm 

Mount Jackson March 2
nd

 7 pm 

Edinburg March 17
th

 7 pm 

Woodstock March 23
rd

 7 pm 

Toms Brook March 5
th

 7 pm 

Strasburg March 24
th

 7 pm 

April 22
nd

, 2020 

 

Summary Agenda: 

Update On Survey Results 

Design Charrette 

Guidelines For Community 

Design Gatherings And 

District Board Meetings 

Shenandoah County April 2
nd

 7 pm 

New Market No Meeting 

Mount Jackson April 6
th

 7 pm 

Edinburg April 21
st

 7 pm 

Woodstock April 27
th

 7 pm 

Toms Brook April 2
nd

 7 pm 

Strasburg April 28
th

 7 pm 

May 27
th

, 2020 

 

Summary Agenda: 

Survey Direction Fieldwork 

First Results On Assessment 

Discussion On Community 

Based Code 

Shenandoah County May 7
th

 7 pm 

New Market No Meeting 

Mount Jackson May 4
th

 7 pm 

Edinburg May 19
th

 7 pm 

Woodstock May 25
th

 7 pm 

Toms Brook May 7
th

 7 pm 

Strasburg May 26
th

 7 pm 

June 24
th

, 2020 

 

Summary Agenda: 

Fieldwork And Supervisor 

Meetings 

First District Board Meetings 

First Community Design 

Meeting 

Shenandoah County June 4
th

 7 pm 

New Market No Meeting 

Mount Jackson June 1
st

 7 pm 

Edinburg June 16
th

 7 pm 

Woodstock June 22
nd

 7 pm 

Toms Brook June 4
th

 7 pm 

Strasburg June 23
rd

 7 pm 



 

July No Meeting! Try To Visit A 

Town 

 

Or attend a District Board 

Meeting (DBM) or Community 

Design Gathering (CDG) 

Shenandoah County No Meeting 

New Market July 6
th

 7 pm 

Mount Jackson July 6
th

 7 pm 

Edinburg July 21
st

 7 pm 

Woodstock July 27
th

 7 pm 

Toms Brook July 2
nd

 7 pm 

Strasburg July 28
th

 7 pm 

August 26
th

, 2020 

 

Summary Agenda: 

Survey Review, Discussion On 

Keeping Open, Or Closing 

Updates From DBM and CDG 

Process 

Shenandoah County August 6
th

 7 pm 

New Market No Meeting 

Mount Jackson August 3
rd

 7 pm 

Edinburg August 18
th

 7 pm 

Woodstock August 24
th

 7 pm 

Toms Brook August 6
th

 7 pm 

Strasburg August 25
th

 7 pm 

September 23
rd

, 2020 

 

Summary Agenda: 

Survey Discussion 

Updates From CDG and DBM 

Process 

Additional Information 

Shenandoah County September 3
rd

 7 pm 

New Market No Meeting 

Mount Jackson September 7
th

 7 pm 

Edinburg September 15
th

 7 pm 

Woodstock September 28
th

 7 pm 

Toms Brook September 3
rd

 7 pm 

Strasburg September 22
nd

 7 pm 

October 28
th

, 2020 

 

Summary Agenda: 

Survey Discussion 

Results From DBM’s 

Updates From CDG Process 

Additional Information 

Shenandoah County October 1
st

 7 pm 

New Market No Meeting 

Mount Jackson October 5
th

 7 pm 

Edinburg October 20
th

 7 pm 

Woodstock October 26
th

 7 pm 

Toms Brook October 1
st

 7 pm 

Strasburg October 27
th

 7 pm 

November 18
th

, 2020 

 

Summary Agenda: 

What Do We Have Now? 

Where To Go? 

Asset Assessment Qualitative 

And Quantitative 

Updates From CDG Process 

Shenandoah County November 5
th

 7 pm 

New Market November 2
nd

 7 pm 

Mount Jackson November 2
nd

 7 pm 

Edinburg November 17
th

 7 pm 

Woodstock November 23
rd

 7 pm 

Toms Brook November 5
th

 7 pm 

Strasburg November 24
th

 7 pm 

December 16
th

, 2020 

 

Summary Agenda: 

Year Review And 2021 

Group Holiday Celebration 

Updates From CDG Process 

Shenandoah County December 3
rd

 7 pm 

New Market No Meeting 

Mount Jackson December 7
th

 7 pm 

Edinburg December 15
th

 7 pm 

Woodstock December 28
th

 7 pm 

Toms Brook December 3
rd

 7 pm 

Strasburg December 22
nd

 7 pm 

Note: These Dates Are Not Guaranteed And Are Subject To Changes Based On The Locality 
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Essential, Illustrative, or . . . Just Propaganda?
Rethinking John Snow’s Broad Street Map

Tom Koch
Department of Geography / University of British Columbia / Vancouver / BC / Canada

Ken Denike
Professor Emeritus / Department of Geography / University of British Columbia / Vancouver / BC / Canada

Abstract

For more than a century John Snow’s iconic map of an 1854 cholera outbreak in the Broad Street area of Soho, London,
has been the very definition of how to discover the source of a disease. Some now argue, however, that the map was
merely an illustrative and not very imaginative graphic. Here we argue that this position is incorrect. Snow’s mapping
of the Broad Street outbreak produced a spatial argument that was a critical evidentiary statement. This position requires
us to ask, If that is true, is the map in part responsible for Snow’s inability to convince contemporaries of his argument
that cholera was water-borne and not airborne? In doing so, we use mid-nineteenth-century methodologies to
demonstrate that the problem was not in the map but in Snow’s handling of the data. This review of a seminal study
in the history of disease studies not only informs historical perspective but, in its conclusions, speaks to the utility of
medical mapping in contemporary disease studies, where spatialization of a disease event remains a critical method
of investigation.

Keywords: cholera, disease studies, epidemiology, history of cartography, John Snow, medical cartography, public health

Résumé

Pendant plus d’un siècle, la carte iconique de John Snow portant sur une flambée de choléra en 1854 dans le secteur de
la rue Broad du quartier Soho, à Londres, a défini la manière de découvrir la source d’une maladie. Toutefois, certains
affirment maintenant que la carte n’a servi que d’illustration, sans vraiment être imaginative. Selon nous, cette prise de
position est incorrecte. La carte de Snow représentant l’épidémie de la rue Broad a été au cœur des observations : la carte
a fourni un argument spatial, un énoncé de preuve essentiel. Cette position nous oblige à nous demander : « Si cela était
vrai, la carte est-elle en partie responsable de l’incapacité de Snow à convaincre ses contemporains de son observation
selon laquelle le choléra se propageait par l’eau et non par l’air? » On utilise des méthodologies du milieu du XIXe siècle
pour démontrer que le problème n’était pas la carte, mais la manière dont Snow a utilisé les données. Cette revue d’une
évaluation séminale de l’histoire de l’étude des maladies ne sert pas seulement à donner une perspective historique, mais,
dans sa conclusion, explique l’utilité du mappage médical lors de l’étude des maladies contemporaines, dans lesquelles la
spatialisation d’une maladie demeure une méthode essentielle d’investigation.

Mots clés : choléra, étude de maladie, épidémiologie, histoire de la cartographie, John Snow, cartographie médicale, santé publique

For more than 100 years John Snow’s iconic maps of an

1854 cholera outbreak in the Broad Street area of Soho,

London, have been the very definition of how to discover

the source of a disease outbreak (Snow 1855a, 1855b). A

standard image in public-health texts since W.T. Sedg-

wick’s landmark publication in 1901 (Koch 2005a, 132–

Cartographica (volume 45, issue 1), pp. 19–31 doi: 10.3138/carto.45.1.19 19



40; Sedgwick 1901), Snow’s Broad Street map has been a

foundational example advanced at varying times by carto-

graphers (Robinson 1982), graphic experts (Tufte 1983,

1997), geographers (Koch and Denike 2004; Monmonier

1996), public-health officials (Sedgwick 1901), and histo-

rians of science, medicine and technology (Shapin 2006).

Nor is interest in Snow’s mapping limited to professional

communities; the story of John Snow and his maps is also

the subject of popular books (S. Johnson 2006; Hempel

2006) and Web sites (Frerichs 2008).

Yet some modern commentators dismiss Snow’s mapping

as merely illustrative (Brody and others 2000), at best

‘‘merely preparation’’ for Snow’s real analysis (Vinten-

Johansen and others 2003, 336). At worst, the maps are

denigrated as mere propaganda, and not very good pro-

paganda at that (Monmonier 2002, 155). This is also the

perspective of some Snow biographers who, in devaluing

Snow’s Broad Street mapping, dismiss medical cartogra-

phy and geography in general as fields for those ‘‘those

who won’t do the hard work of building a careful and de-

cisive argument about the nature and origin of a disease

outbreak’’ (Vinten-Johansen and others, 397–98).

Here we consider this curious division, one in which the

Broad Street map is either incidental and irrelevant or, as

we insist, central to Snow’s fundamentally spatial argu-

ment correlating mortality in the Broad Street cholera

outbreak with proximity to the Broad Street pump and

well. We argue that in denying the importance of Snow’s

maps, the modern critics ignore the essentially spatial na-

ture of his argument and, by extension, of disease map-

ping in general. Asserting the evidentiary importance of

Snow’s maps raises an interesting question: If the map

was central to Snow’s argument, was his inability to con-

vince contemporaries of his argument a failure of the

maps themselves? At the least, it is useful to ask whether

Snow’s maps, the traces of his argument, give some in-

sight into the nature of Snow’s argument and its popular

failure in mid-nineteenth-century medicine and public

health. Asking these questions raises the more general

question of the nature and role of mapping in disease

studies.

Snow’s Cholera

Snow published a short monograph, On the Mode of Com-

munication of Cholera (1849a [MCC1]), that argued the

then radical thesis that cholera was not, as most believed,

a miasmatic disease borne on the foul airs of the city but

instead a water-borne disease that was ingested, not in-

haled. Most agreed with an anonymous reviewer, proba-

bly E.A. Parkes, who wrote in the London Medical Gazette

that while Snow’s theory of water-borne disease was intri-

guing, the data he presented were inconclusive ([Parkes]

1849). Almost immediately, Snow attempted to bolster

his argument, publishing two supporting papers within

months (Snow 1849b, 1849c) to reinforce his thesis with

new data.

Snow was not alone in his search to unravel the nature of

cholera. Scores of researchers across Europe and North

America were simultaneously advancing different theories

of cholera, most advocating an airborne disease agent

within the then current miasmatic disease theory (Koch

2005a). Some researchers saw water as a potential cholera

source, either alone or as part of a theory of air- and

water-borne cholera. This was the argument advanced by

William Farr, compiler of abstracts for Britain’s General

Register Office (GRO), who in 1852 published an encyclo-

paedic 400-page study of the cholera epidemic of 1848–

1849 in Great Britain. In 100 pages of text supported by

300 pages of maps, graphs, and tables, Farr argued a com-

plex, multi-factorial theory of cholera that included air

and water as elements contributing to its generation and

dissemination (Farr 1852).

As the medical historian P.E. Brown put it in 1961, albeit

without conscious irony, ‘‘All the elements of his [Snow’s]

theory were already in the air’’ by 1849. In 1848, for ex-

ample, R.D. Thomson and William Farr expressed their

concerns about the wells of Glasgow in The Lancet (Brown

1961, 30); the next year William Budd argued that sewer-

contaminated well water was a source of typhoid and

likely of cholera as well. ‘‘The frightful fatality of the dis-

ease in particular parts of infected towns,’’ Budd con-

cluded, was caused by the sewer-contaminated drinking

water found in that single well (1849, 9). Elsewhere, a

researcher in Cincinnati, Ohio, argued that well water

was the likely source of a local cholera outbreak and pro-

moted drinking rainwater as a prophylaxis (Lea 1850). He

believed, however, that the mineral content of the water,

and not contamination, was the cause of cholera.

A reviewer in The Lancet argued that conclusive proof of

the nature of cholera was almost impossible without defi-

nite proof of its invisible agent (Lancet 1853). That proof

would have to wait until Robert Koch’s identification of

the bacterium in 1883. Snow, however, believed that he

could craft a conclusive argument, even without that evi-

dence, on the basis of three studies he carried out simul-

taneously during the 1854 cholera epidemic, investigating

cholera in South London’s registration districts, a local-

ized outbreak in the town of Deptford, and, finally, a fero-

cious outbreak in the Broad Street area of St. James,

Westminster, in central London (Snow 1854). In 1855

these separate investigations were published together in a

greatly expanded second edition of Snow’s 1849 mono-

graph (Snow 1855a [MCC2]).

In it pride of place was devoted to the ambitious South

London cholera study. This was, Snow asserted, work

‘‘on the grandest scale,’’ a natural experiment involving

‘‘no fewer than three hundred thousand people, of both

sexes, of every age and station’’ in which cholera mortality

would be correlated with water provided by one or another

Tom Koch and Ken Denike
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local water supplier (Snow 1855a, 75). Snow sought to

make his case at three distinct scales: that of the local

water-supply companies (first categorized by Farr in

1852), that of registration districts, and the very fine scale

of registration sub-districts within them.

‘‘All that was required,’’ wrote Snow, ‘‘was to learn the

supply of water to each individual house where a fatal

attack of cholera might occur’’ (Snow 1855a, 75). Alas,

those data were unavailable until well after MCC2 went

to press. As Snow admitted later, ‘‘I was unable at the

time to show the relation between the supply of houses

in which fatal attacks took place, and the entire supply of

each district and sub-district, on account of the latter cir-

cumstance not being known’’ (1856, 7). Without those

data, Snow’s 1855 study could only argue cholera at the

coarse scale of local water suppliers, one that did not rule

out either the geographic or the socio-economic variables

that Farr and others had argued might be determinants

of the disease. The result was, as one reviewer correctly

noted, at best suggestive but certainly not definitive

(Parkes 1855). Nor, when the necessary data became

available (Simon 1856), was Snow able to successfully cal-

culate a conclusive argument based on these new data

(Koch and Denike 2006).

The Deptford study was similarly suggestive but inconclu-

sive. The Broad Street outbreak, therefore, was the only

study in which Snow could rigorously construct a precise

and fine-grained argument, one based on street-by-street

mortality, that cholera could only be a water-borne dis-

ease. In addition to the version published in MCC2,

Snow prepared a second report for a local parish investi-

gation into the outbreak centred on Broad Street (Snow

1855b).

Broad Street: Case Evidence

For his study Snow collected two separate types of evi-

dence. The first employed short case histories of cholera

victims in an attempt to demonstrate that all drank water

from the Broad Street pump. Most of these cases were not

collected by Snow but reported to him by other physicians

practising in the stricken area, most notably Dr Marshall

of Greet Street (Snow 1855a, 43) and Dr Fraser of Oakley

Square (44). In addition, Snow could draw upon the case

histories collected by the local curate, Rev. Henry White-

head, who in 1854 published a detailed analysis of cholera

in his parish.

While certainly suggestive, the circumstantial evidence

presented by these histories was less than conclusive to

Snow’s contemporaries. Dr John Simon, for example,

questioned the scale of the neighbourhood study as a basis

for a general theory of cholera (Simon 1856). Rev. White-

head’s cases pointed to the possibility of divine provi-

dence, and, as E.A. Parkes would later point out in a re-

view of MCC2, many of the cases could be explained in

other ways (Parkes 1855, 456–57). The problem was not

specific to Snow but a general problem of arguing on the

basis of anecdotal case histories: they could be used to

prove anything. In 1855, for example, Dr George Johnson,

an assistant physician at King’s College Hospital in

London, published a 294-page treatise with 54 case his-

tories (including autopsy reports) to insist that cholera

must be pulmonary, and therefore inhaled (G. Johnson

1855). An anonymous reviewer praised the study for the

thoroughness of its case presentation, if not for its treat-

ment protocols promoting the ‘‘eliminative plan of treat-

ment’’: castor oil (‘‘Bibliographical Record’’ 1855).

Broad Street Evidence: The Maps

The second class of data presented by Snow was carto-

graphic. In his maps Snow used mortality records col-

lected by the GRO to create a class of cholera incidence

related in the map by proximity to public water sources.

The purpose of the map was not ‘‘hypothesis generating’’

(Monmonier 2002) but ‘‘hypothesis testing.’’ By creating a

mapped class of all cholera deaths located in relation to

the Broad Street well and pump (see Figure 1), Snow

crafted a spatial argument in which one class of events,

cholera deaths, was positively correlated on the map with

one member of a class of suspected contagion sites.

In the MCC2 map, a dotted line defines a principal study

area, based on registration sub-district boundaries, within

which cholera deaths reported to the GRO were located

by address. The overwhelming centrality of the Broad

Street pump in relation to the majority of GRO-reported

deaths was the fine-grained, spatially precise argument

Snow had promised but had been unable to deliver in

previous studies, including the South London study. The

combination of case histories and the map that made of

them a single analytic field is what in 1855 distinguished

Snow’s argument from those of others, such as Johnson

of King’s College Hospital.

Antecedents

There was nothing exceptional about Snow’s construction

of a spatial argument lodged in maps of a specific disease

event. In nineteenth-century disease studies generally

(Koch 2005a, 2005b) and in the cholera literature speci-

fically (Koch 2008), disease mapping was an accepted

medium of analysis. The use of maps as a medium in

which spatial arguments related disease incidence to sus-

pected origin sites was an eighteenth-century innovation

that by the mid-nineteenth century was generally accepted,

even expected. Among the earliest surviving studies of this

type are Valentine Seaman’s 1796 maps correlating the in-

cidence of yellow fever with sites of ‘‘furry miasmata,’’

odiferous human and animal waste, in New York City.

These ‘‘hypothesis-testing’’ maps attempted to prove the

Essential, Illustrative, or . . . Just Propaganda?
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airborne nature of yellow fever through the demonstrable

proximity of yellow-fever deaths to sites of odiferous

waste (Koch 2005a, 28–33).

In the first decades of the nineteenth century, the use of

such maps in disease studies grew rapidly (Koch 2010).

Certainly, from the first report of cholera’s incidence in

India in 1819 (Jameson 1819), cholera was continually

mapped at the scale of the neighbourhood (Lea 1850),

the city (Hammett 1832; Reese 1833; Hellis 1833), the

nation (Farr 1852), and the world (‘‘History of the Rise’’

1831). Scores, perhaps hundreds, of books, papers, pam-

phlets, and reports published in England, Europe, and

North America used maps to explore various theories

of cholera through the analysis of patterns of disease in-

cidence in relation to potentially causal environmental

elements.

Even those whose reports did not include maps recog-

nized the importance of the medium in disease research.

For example, Dr John Simon, medical officer of health

for the City of London, wrote in a report on cholera mor-

tality in 1854 that ‘‘when the 211 deaths are mapped upon

a house-plan of the City (as may conveniently be done by

stamping a black ink mark at each place where one of

them has occurred) the broad features of the epidemic

are rendered visible at a glance’’ (10–11). While Simon

included no maps in this report, the map ‘‘thinking’’

(Brody and others 2000, 68), and its importance as a

methodology, was clearly stated in his work. Absent a

robust microscopy, the spatial analytic of the map was

perhaps the central medium in disease studies in this era.

Within this tradition, Snow’s maps were neither inciden-

tal nor merely illustrative. They were the workbenches on

which Snow constructed a fundamentally spatial argu-

ment relating clusters of disease mortality in relation to a

suspected environmental disease source. Other researchers

simultaneously investigating the Broad Street outbreak –

including the London Sewer Commission engineer Edmund

Cooper (1854) and parish curate Rev. Henry Whitehead

(1855) – similarly mapped GRO mortality records in

separate investigations of what Snow called ‘‘the most ter-

rible outbreak of cholera which ever occurred in this

kingdom’’ (1855a, 38).

Snow’s Maps

Snow hired C.F. Cheffins, a prominent London engraver

best known for his transportation maps, to modify an

existing street map of Snow’s study area to create the

Figure 1. John Snow’s famous map of the 1854 Broad Street epidemic attempted to positively correlate disease intensity
with proximity to a single water source, the Broad Street well and pump.
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cartographic arena in which Snow might make his case.

Measuring 415� 384 mm, the foldout map included a

dotted line that created out of official registration sub-

district boundaries a single study area in which Snow’s

argument could be inscribed. To this Snow had added

the location of 14 public wells, as well as those of 596

deaths reported to the GRO. Each death was symbolized

by a black rectangular mark, signifying the home of each

decedent. In Snow’s second map, for the parish inquiry,

he included additional deaths for which he had earlier

had no home address.

These postings, as Denis Wood and John Fels (2008)

would call them, permitted Snow to demonstrate a posi-

tive correlation between increasing mortality and decreas-

ing distance from the Broad Street well and pump at the

epicentre of the outbreak. Snow’s evidentiary use of the

map, which he described as ‘‘a diagram of the topography

of the outbreak’’ (1855a, 45), was limited to the observa-

tion that deaths appeared to be clustered in the area of the

Broad Street pump: ‘‘It may also be noticed,’’ he wrote,

‘‘that the deaths are most numerous near to the pump

where the water could be more readily obtained’’ (1855a,

47). To a second map prepared for the St. James Parish

inquiry committee Snow added an irregular polygon

based on walking distance from the Broad Street pump

(Snow 1855b; see Figure 2). In the first map Snow there-

fore created a class of mapped cholera deaths across the

study area; the second map’s polygon identified a subset,

‘‘Broad Street pump deaths,’’ defined by their relative

proximity to that water source. The apparent density of

that cluster, which was not analysed in any other fashion,

was the centrepiece of Snow’s spatial argument.

In the main, Snow’s contemporaries found his conclu-

sions suggestive but certainly not definitive. One problem

was that the Broad Street pump at the epicentre of the

outbreak was well known for the quality of its water and

therefore seemed an unlikely source for the cholera out-

break. England’s best-known microscopist, Arthur Hill

Hassall, examined a sample of the well water and declared

it ‘‘relatively bereft of [contaminated] microscopic animal

life’’ (Vinten-Johansen and others 2003, 247). Snow ad-

mitted that the absence of observable contaminates forced

him to ‘‘hesitate to come to a conclusion’’ on the pump

water’s complicity in the outbreak (1855a, 39). He could

demonstrate the centrality of the well and pump but

could only assert deductively its pollution: ‘‘Whether the

impurities of the water were derived from the sewers, the

drains, or the cesspools, of which latter there are a num-

ber in the neighborhood, I cannot tell’’ (1855a, 53).

Another problem was that some researchers were reluc-

tant to accept as definitive the results of a single large-

scale neighbourhood study. Simon (1856), for example,

argued that because most London neighbourhoods were

served by a plethora of local wells, there would always be

a water source near the centre of a neighbourhood out-

break. Other researchers similarly mapped other local

Figure 2. In a second map prepared for a local parish inquiry committee, Snow created an irregular polygon based on
walking distance to identify a subset of cholera deaths located nearest the Broad Street pump.
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outbreaks and their water sources, only to arrive at con-

clusions very different from Snow’s – for example, John

Lea (1850) in Cincinnati, and Thomas Shapter (1849) in

Exeter.

A third problem was Snow’s wholly non-quantitative

treatment of his data in a period when mortality ratios

were the common mechanism for describing disease mor-

tality. In his 1849 monograph Snow had insisted that ‘‘the

subject is capable of being decided by exact numerical

investigation’’ (1849a, 16; Paneth 2004). Elsewhere – in

MCC2 and in other papers – Snow made frequent use of

mortality ratios. Yet in the Broad Street study, the only

study in which precise mortality data could easily have

been crafted, Snow made no effort to quantify his visual

argument. But the mapped cluster of cholera deaths

meant little without data on the population of the streets

in which the cholera victims lived. If the population of

Broad Street was 10 times that of, say, Rupert Street,

then 10 times as many deaths might be expected in the

former as in the latter.

Finally, many objected to Snow’s declarative style, his stri-

dent insistence that his data and its treatment were suffi-

cient to prove his theory (see, e.g., Parkes 1855). In the

same vein, many objected to Snow’s often dismissive re-

jection of other theories of cholera and the arguments

that supported them: ‘‘Snow’s colleagues did not so much

oppose his theory as they objected to his dismissing other

explanations for cholera’s occurrence’’ (Eyler 2001, 26). It

was not that Snow was wrong but that he had not proved

his thesis that water, and only water, was the source of the

outbreak. The problem was not in the maps, we argue,

but in Snow’s handling of mapped data that were carto-

graphic and spatial.

Quantifying Broad Street

To satisfy his contemporaries Snow would have needed

three things. First he would have needed to transform his

visual argument into ‘‘exact numerical investigation’’

based on his mapped data (Snow 1849, 16; Paneth 2004).

Second, he would have needed a mechanism permitting

him to compare the Broad Street water-service area with

others in the affected registration sub-districts. Third,

Snow would have needed to demonstrate, within the

limits of the science of his day, that his solution was

more likely than those advanced by other researchers as

suspected sources of cholera. Below we demonstrate that

with very little extra effort Snow could, within those

limits, have completed these tasks using data that, like

his, were cartographic and spatial.

Snow could not count the number of deaths in the

observed cluster in the famous MCC2 map (Figure 1)

because its boundaries were unclear. Did Carnaby, King,

or Marshall Street define its western boundary? Where

did the cluster begin and end to the south? Without

some form of geographic boundary, Snow could only

speak generally about cholera incidence in his study area.

This problem was solved in Snow’s parish inquiry map,

with its irregular polygon based on walking distance.

Within Snow’s Broad Street service area, a total of 381

deaths were mapped in 223 houses; in other words,

approximately two-thirds of Snow’s 596 mapped deaths

were located in the Broad Street pump’s service area.

Calculated another way, more than half of all houses in

which cholera occurred in the general study area (N ¼
403) were situated in the Broad Street water-service poly-

gon (see Table 1). Even this level of quantification of the

mapped data would have transformed Snow’s argument

based on a visual impression into a forceful, numerically-

based conclusion.

The data required for a rigorous consideration of Broad

Street mortality were available to Snow. We can see

this in the map produced for the Sewer Commission by

Edmund Cooper (1854; see Figure 3) and in another sub-

mitted by Rev. Henry Whitehead (1855) as part of his

report to the St. James Parish Cholera Inquiry Committee.

Whitehead’s map, in turn, modified one produced for the

Board of Health’s report on cholera and the Broad Street

outbreak (Board of Health 1855). Cooper’s map posted

only 351 deaths, those occurring in the first two weeks of

the outbreak, while Whitehead’s map and that of the

Board of Health included a total of 684 deaths occurring

across the outbreak. Snow’s maps used a data set of the

outbreak that included only deaths through September

1854. In Snow’s mapping, cholera deaths were assigned

to streets that included no address. In Cooper’s and

Table 1. Three researchers created three different maps for simultaneously studies of the Broad Street outbreak. In
addition to Snow’s maps (given here as one) were another by Rev. Henry Whitehead and a third produced for
the London Sewer Commission by engineer Edmund Cooper.

Total Map Area Study Map Area Total Streets Total Deaths Total Pumps
m2 m2 n n n

Snow (MCC2) 867,849 538,077 304 596 14

Whitehead 588,096 442,903 190 684 11

Cooper 673,654 494,473 190 351 9
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Whitehead’s maps of the outbreak, each street in their

respective study areas included the number of houses on

each street and located mortal cholera cases by house

address.

Like Snow’s, the study areas of Cooper’s and Whitehead’s

maps were bounded to the west by Regent Street and to

the north by Oxford Street. Snow, however, included

several deaths and water sources outside that boundary in

his maps, whereas Cooper and Whitehead confined their

street-address and mortality-incidence data to the study

area. The data included in these other maps provided the

platform Snow could have used to make his case more

forcefully within the parameters of the science of the day.

To demonstrate this, we transferred data from White-

head’s map to a photocopy of Snow’s second map and,

in the nineteenth-century manner, did the necessary cal-

culations by hand.

The numbers of houses per street recorded in White-

head’s and Cooper’s maps were manually counted (they

were the same) and then added to the copy of Snow’s

map. Taking the total number of deaths in Snow’s irregu-

lar polygon as numerator and the total number of houses

in the area as denominator, we fashioned a crude mor-

tality ratio of deaths per house. Given a reported average

occupancy of 10 persons per house, based on 1851 census

data (Farr 1852), the population (10 persons/house) of all

Figure 3. Edmund Cooper located cholera by house number. Thick black lines indicate homes in which cholera deaths
occurred; shorter black bars stacked under the black lines signify multiple deaths at a single location. Evident in the map
is the erroneous location of the 1665 plague burial site.
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255 houses in the irregular polygon as the denominator

represented a better divisor (2550), being a mortality ratio

of 149.41 deaths per 1000 persons.

To be convincing, however, Snow would have required

comparative mortality ratios for adjacent pump catch-

ments. He could have created catchments similar to his

single polygon based on walking distance for other pumps

in his study area; however, he did not. Here we faced

a methodological problem. The difference between the

London of the mid-1850s and the modern, automobile-

dominated city makes it impossible to create equivalent

service catchment areas based on pedestrian walking dis-

tance today. Street traffic and access have changed too

much.

To demonstrate the potential for a nineteenth-century

districting analysis, therefore, we drew a set of Thiessen

polygons centred on other mapped water pumps in the

study area. The lines joining all these individual service

areas created a Voronoi network, a continuous set of

polygons each centred on a single public well and pump.

Formally, the result is called a Dirichlet tessellation, after

Snow’s contemporary, the nineteenth-century mathemati-

cian P. Lejeune Dirichlet, who first described the proce-

dure (Bailey and Gattrell 1995). The procedure requires

that points be located midway between all subject loca-

tions, in this case water wells and pumps. These points

are then connected to create polygons whose edges are

each equidistant between two and only two centroids

(wells). All subjects (deaths) in each of the resulting poly-

gons (catchments) are nearer to its centroid than to any

other in the set (of wells and pumps).

The polygons created by hand in this manner served as

water-service catchments for all pumps in the study area.

Polygons were not created for pumps whose areas ex-

tended beyond Oxford and Regent Streets and thus

beyond Cooper’s or Whitehead’s mapped data set of

house locations and numbers. Together, however, the

eight water-service areas for which polygons were con-

structed contained slightly more than 93% of all deaths

mapped by Snow. For this study, deaths were counted to

create numerators for each polygon, and the number of

houses in each polygon was used to construct a mortality

denominator.

The results, summarized in Table 2, would have strongly

supported Snow’s thesis, with 28.71 deaths per 1000 in

the Rupert Street pump-service area, 25.88 deaths per

1000 in the Little Marlborough Street pump-service area,

and 12.34 deaths per 1000 person in the Warwick Street

pump-service area. Importantly, the number of deaths

per house, a simple nineteenth-century measure of inten-

sity, diminishes as one moves outward from the Broad

Street service area.

Using this very nineteenth-century methodology, Snow

also could have discounted the likelihood that other, fre-

quently mentioned sites of potential contagion were the

source of the outbreak. Consider, for example, the 1665

plague burial site. Inexplicably, Cooper located it in the

northwest quadrant of the study area, and Snow accepted

that assignment based on Cooper’s assessment and the

word of Cooper’s London Sewer Commission boss.

‘‘Non-medical people’’ thought the old ‘‘pest-field’’ was

more central, Snow wrote; ‘‘the situation of the supposed

pit is, however, said to be Little Marlborough Street, just

out of the area in which the chief mortality occurred’’

(1855a, 54).

Unfortunately, Cooper was wrong, and the ‘‘non-medical’’

people were right. Whitehead correctly described the loca-

tion of the former plague burial site as both larger and

nearer the epicentre of the outbreak, its southwest boun-

dary a block’s distance from the Broad Street well and

pump (see Figure 4). To confirm this, we checked his-

torical maps of the district by engraver Richard Blome

Table 2. Calculating mortality in Broad Street water-service areas*

Pump Locations Snow
Cholera
Deaths

Snow
Cholera
Houses

Intensity per
House
(Deaths/Houses)

Total Houses
in Service
Area

Population for
Service Area

Mortality per
1000 persons

Broad Street 381 223 1.71 255 2550 149.41

Rupert St. 38 60 0.63 209 2090 18.18

Little Marlborough St. 59 43 1.37 228 2280 25.88

Briddle St. 30 28 1.07 135 1350 22.22

Warwick St. 19 16 1.19 154 1540 12.34

Marlborough Mews 7 5 1.4 48 480 14.58

Berniers St. 13 14 0.93 115 1150 11.3

Newman St. 21 14 1.5 N/A N/A

* A mortality ratio is defined as the total number of deaths divided by the total population of a pump’s service area. Population was
defined as the number of houses per service area multiplied by an average of 10 persons per house.
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(1720). Snow certainly knew that others believed the old

‘‘pest-field’’ to be proximate to the outbreak’s centre. We

know, too, that during this period Snow worked in close

association with Whitehead, the parish curate, and thus

would presumably have had access to his materials (W.

Whitehead 1865).

Using Whitehead’s map as a guide, we drew the boun-

daries of the old plague burial site on a photocopy of

Snow’s MCC2 map. To this we added an approximately

10-m buffer to allow for the winds that some believed

carried miasmatic odours, mentioned in popular reports,

into neighbouring streets. We then counted all deaths

that occurred within the heavily settled buffered area, as

well as the number of houses on all street segments within

it. There were 113 cholera deaths in 57 affected houses (of

a total 209 houses), a mortality ratio of 104.63 deaths per

1000 persons – sufficiently high to explain the concern of

Snow’s contemporaries, but far lower than the mortality

ratio centred on the Broad Street well and pump. Within

the parameters of mid-nineteenth-century science, we be-

lieve this would have been very convincing evidence indeed.

Calculating mortality for the sewer lines is a more com-

plex task that today would require some sophistication. A

crude method that would have served in Snow’s day

would be to count deaths on streets proximate to the sus-

pect post-1850 sewer lines, as well as the houses that lined

the streets along which those sewers ran, to create a sim-

ple mortality ratio for those streets. We counted 219

houses on sewer-suspect streets on Snow’s map. Among

them were 139 cholera deaths in 73 houses, about 10%

of the total number of houses. Mortality per house was

1.51, far lower than in Broad Street, and general mortality

for these streets was calculated as 63.47 per 1000 persons.

Analysed in this fashion, the apparent culpability of the

sewer lines that Londoners commented on in the news-

papers of the day could have been definitively denied.

The results appear to be definitive: the mortality ratio of

the Broad Street service area was so much higher than

that of any other catchment, or possible contagion site,

as to strongly argue the likelihood that the Broad Street

well was indeed the source of the outbreak. We believe

these findings would have been convincing to Snow’s con-

temporaries. Certainly they would have been more con-

vincing than the argument Snow made in MCC2.

Discussion

It took us four or five days of intermittent labour to count

the houses per street, transfer the old cemetery site to

Snow’s map, create the buffer, and trace the critical sewer

lines to Snow’s maps. With these data in place, the calcu-

lations, carried out by hand (but checked with an electric

calculator), took perhaps two hours. We believe that

Snow’s contemporaries would have seen these results as,

if not definitive, then certainly far more convincing than

those Snow presented. We further believe that the ques-

tions asked by Snow’s contemporaries were correct and

deserved to be seriously considered.

Figure 4. Rev. Henry Whitehead included in his map both Cooper’s incorrect location of the 1665 plague burial site and a
correctly sited area whose southwest corner is a block from the Broad Street pump.
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The methodology we used in this study was one current

in Snow’s era and – given his frequent use of mortality

ratios elsewhere in his work from 1849 through 1858 –

clearly one he was familiar with. Why, then, did Snow

not take the time to do the work that would have been

convincing in the science of his day? We can only specu-

late. It may be that Snow believed his maps presented so

clear and compelling a statement that no further calcula-

tion was necessary. Mapping was an accepted methodol-

ogy whereby classes of disease events were first con-

structed and then compared to proximate environmental

contaminants. In his maps Snow could see the suspect

well and pump at the very epicentre of the mapped class

of deaths. If Snow thought nothing more was needed to

make his case, however, the reservations of his critics

make clear that in this assumption he was wrong.

A more practical reason for Snow’s reluctance to quantify

his spatial data may be that he did not want to take the

time. Simply, he was overextended: in 1854 Snow attempted

simultaneously to investigate three separate cholera out-

breaks (Deptford, Broad Street, and South London) while

still practising as a physician, a specialist in anaesthesiology,

during a period of ferocious epidemic disease. Because he

tried to do too much, perhaps he had insufficient time to

complete the analysis in any of his study projects.

Finally, it was Snow’s habit to publish early and leave to

later papers the accumulation of additional data to bolster

an argument. He did this, as previously noted, with his

1849 pamphlet (MCC1) and in 1856, once the data were

made available, in an attempt to improve his South

London study (Koch and Denike 2006). Perhaps the real

question is not why Snow published the Broad Street

study without adequate calculation but why, given the

concerns of critics, he did not use the mapped data pre-

sented by Cooper and Whitehead to go back and finish

the ‘‘exact numerical investigation’’ later.

essential or illustrative

It is probably more important today to ask why some

modern cartographers (Monmonier 2002) and public-

health researchers (Brody and others 2000; Vinten-Johansen

and others 2003) deny the evidentiary importance of the

Broad Street map in which Snow’s fundamentally spatial

argument was lodged. Again, we speculate.

The insistence by some that Snow’s maps did not serve

important evidentiary and argumentative functions is a

reflection not on Snow’s map but on those commenta-

tors’ lack of knowledge of mid-nineteenth-century medi-

cal science and perhaps, more generally, their ignorance

of the history of maps as tools of substantive analysis and

argumentation.

More important, perhaps, is the denigration by Snow’s

biographers, who dismiss both Snow’s map and medical

mapping in general. Epidemiology and public health

are twentieth-century constructs that social epidemiolo-

gist Nancy Krieger (2000, 155) defines as ‘‘preconditional

on the emergence of quantitative population sciences’’

and the ‘‘fundamental beliefs that intimate relations exist

between mathematics and material reality.’’ This ‘‘quanti-

tative population science’’ has been relatively ignorant of

spatial data in its analysis of epidemic incidence (Gould

and others 1991). That ignorance includes both the his-

tory of disease mapping and the spatial analytics that,

since at least the nineteenth centuries, have accompanied

it (Koch 2009). Given Snow’s centrality in the mythology

of these disciplines and his failure to quantify his study, it

is, we suspect, easier to blame the map than to blame the

progenitor himself. Dismissing Snow’s map as at best an

illustrative afterthought allows them to dismiss mapping

and the spatial analytic it presents as well. Clearly this dis-

missal of the map and its critical argument serves neither

in this case nor across several hundred years of disease

study, then to now (Koch 2004, 2005a, 2009). The dis-

missal of Snow’s Broad Street map, in other words, says

more about the critics than about Snow or the science of

his day. Of course, not all public-health experts dismiss

cartographic analytics; an example is John Krieger’s treat-

ment of the history of census tracts in health research and

of modern disease mapping as a resource in epidemiology

and public health (Krieger and others 2006; Krieger 2006).

map or legend

It also may be that over the last century Snow’s map has

come to be just a graphic, that the substantive instrument

that Snow fashioned in his maps has been lost in its

various appropriations (Koch 2004). In 1901 William T.

Sedgwick redrew Snow’s parish inquiry map to emphasize

its irregular polygon for use in a textbook on ‘‘sanitary

science,’’ as public health was then called. His map, ‘‘After

John Snow,’’ was used to illustrate an inferential process

of deduction that students were to employ in consider-

ing the logical relationship between spatially grounded

data on disease incidence and environmental, principally

water-borne, sites of suspected contagion.

Since 1901 a progression of illustrations based on Sedg-

wick’s ‘‘After John Snow’’ that purport to be John Snow’s

have been constructed (see Koch 2005a). In the 1950s, for

example, geographer E.W. Gilbert published as ‘‘Dr. John

Snow’s Map (1855) of Deaths’’ a simplified version of

Sedgwick’s rendition (he quotes Sedgwick, but not Snow)

to argue the importance of medical cartography and geo-

graphy. In this map Gilbert changed the symbology and

removed streets – the essence of Snow’s topography – to

emphasize visually the centrality of the Broad Street

pump. In the 1960s Gilbert’s map was used as the tem-

plate for another ‘‘Snow’s Map’’ published by another

geographer, L.D. Stamp (1964). This map, in turn, was

the basis for another ‘‘Snow Map’’ by E.R. Tufte (1983)

that, with Stamp’s, was the basis for Mark Monmonier’s
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‘‘Snow’s Dot Map’’ (Monmonier 1996, 2005). Most egre-

gious, perhaps, was the pruning of Snow’s database of

more than 100 cholera deaths in a digital version of

Snow’s Broad Street maps produced by the US Centers

for Disease Control’s EpiInfo mapping software (CDC

2000; see, e.g., Lang 2000).

It is typically these later versions, rather than Snow’s own

maps, that are referred to by many who critique (and

many who laud) Snow’s Broad Street study (see Granados

2009 for a recent example). These later versions were

graphics, not elements of a sustained research program;

they were crafted as advertisements promoting cartogra-

phy, geography, and public health as disciplines, rather

than as spatial arguments in which disease data are first

categorized and then analysed. The analytic and eviden-

tiary value of Snow’s maps was lost in the propagandistic

intent of these maps by later authors whose principal

argument has been the importance of their own disci-

plines rather than a methodology of disease study.

Snow was correct: cholera is a water-borne disease. Science,

however, is not about being ‘‘right.’’ Rather, it is about con-

vincing a jury of one’s contemporaries of the correctness of

a thesis on the basis of commonly accepted methodologies.

This is what Snow attempted and failed to do. Snow’s

failure to quantify his spatial data or to give rigorous con-

sideration to other possible sources of the Broad Street

outbreak left questions unanswered.

This was not a failure of Snow’s map, however. The map

provided a crucial evidentiary base for a spatial argument

that, given several additional days’ consideration, could

have been more convincing. Nor is it correct to lay the

blame for Snow’s failure to convince his contemporaries

at the door of mapping generally. The means by which

Snow could have answered his critics was lodged in other

maps of the same outbreak to which he had access.

Finally, to dismiss medical mapping on the basis of

Snow’s failure to adequately answer his colleagues signals

a lack of both historical acumen and contemporary

knowledge and awareness. As computerized cartographic

approaches to spatial analysis of health have advanced,

the mapped analysis of health data has become increas-

ingly important (see, e.g., Krieger and others 2006). In

precisely the same way that Snow ignored his contempo-

raries and the evidence they presented, those who insist

upon the map as simply a graphic addendum ignore the

reality of Snow’s scientific method and the importance of

the map in its analysis. To argue otherwise is to deny both

history and the wealth of contemporary studies in which

spatial arguments embedded in maps are presented in the

arena of disease investigation.
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The History of Zoning-
"A Thumbnail Sketch"'

By James Metzenbaum

IN THE early colonial days when the colonists had settled but a mere
fringe along the Atlantic coast, they set themselves to clearing the land
and building their rude log cabins. Regrettably, fires sprang up al too
frequently, with the result that many settlements were completely wiped
out in only a few hours. As these tiny settlements grew into hamlets and

villages, the frequent fires
took more and more toll.

THE AuTHOR (LL.B., 1905, Western Reserve) Parliament, sitting in Eng-
is a practicing attorney in Cleveland, Ohio. land, took note of that

situation, and way back in
1692, during the reign of William and Mary, the first kernel of zoning
was introduced into American soil, for it was ordained that:

Because of Great Desolation and Ruins having sundry times hap-
pened by Fire breaking out in the town of Boston, principally occasioned
by Reason of the nearness of Buildings, being mostly of Timber, and
covered with Shingles.

BE IT ORDAINED that henceforth, no Dwelling-House, Shop, Ware-
House, Barn, Stable, or any other Housing of more than eight feet in
length, and seven feet in Height, shall be erected and set up in Boston,
but of Stone or Brick covered with Slate or Tile.

Here was the first step constituting a "Building Code" regulation.

FIRST FIRE ZONES

Naturally, those hardy settlers were put to the necessity of providing
much of their food, by way of hunting, so'that powder was a common
necessity in every cabin in those early days. This, too, added to the fre-
quency of fire and ensuing explosions as the flames ran from cabin to
cabin bringing desolation to entire settlements. Thus, the very first Act
by the State of Massachusetts, after the forming of the United States,

'The writer is the author of a three-volume work entitled THE LAW OF ZONING

(1954). The citation of authority has been held to a minimum in this "thumb-
nail" sketch. Those desiring to investigate this field more thoroughly are there-
fore referred to the author's exhaustive work in this field. This article presents
the substance of speeches given and being given before Bar Associations all over
Ohio.



THE HISTORY OF ZONING

regulated the "Prudent Storage of Gun Powder" within the town of Bos-
ton. This enactment represented the first step toward a "Fire Zone" ordi-
nance. The storage of powder was wisely banished to the outskirts and
was no longer permitted within the city itself.

In the wake of such legislation, came the "Tenement House Code"
enacted by the State of New York Though the necessity for the curbing
of the inexpressibly congested tenement houses on the east side of New
York cried aloud for the regulation, the highest court of New York State
turned its back upon those most necessary restrictions and decreed that
they constituted "the taking of private property without compensation"
and that, therefore, they were unconstitutional Those interested in curb-
ing the lack of sanitation, the mere one-toilet-for-an-entire-floor of fam-
ilies, the windowless bedrooms, the crowding of families into the tiniest
of spaces, the lack of fire preventions, and the filth that went with all of
those conditions, persisted in their efforts, so that when - at the end of
another ten years - virtually the same tenement house codes were re-
presented to the highest court of the Empire State, its members had be-
come much better informed and - sensing the indescribable conditions
which should have never been permitted to prevail - upheld and sus-
tained those tenement house restrictions. The result was that Chicago,
San Francisco, and other cities quickly enacted and enforced their own
tenement house codes.

RESICTiONS UPON NuIsANcEs

Trying to cope with that engulfing tide of city confusion and injury,
one municipality after another strove not only to forbid "Common Law
Nuisances" but ventured much further, as in the notable New Orleans
"Slaughter House Cases" which arose out of the banning of such uses
within that municipality. Thus, the list of interdicted "Nuisances" grew
and lengthened almost daily, from the Atlantic to the western coast.

As part of the continuing effort to promote the public health and
safety, city after city across the country passed "Sanitary Codes," which
specified at least the minimum of toilet facilities, of bedroom space, of
air and of light.

None of these preceding codes really arrested the unwarranted condi-
tions in large municipalities and so there came to the fore the then-newly-
conceived "Building Codes." Indeed, there is hardly a sizable village that
does not now have its own "building code" and most commonwealths
have enacted their own "state building codes" so that townships and the

2The Butchers' Benevolent Association of New Orleans v. The Crescent City Live-
Stock Landing and Slaughter-House Company, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36 (1873).
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smallest of communities are guarded at least to such extent as is provided
by the state requirements.

As cities grew and grew and as small factories and places of business
were daily being constructed on streets where houses alone had stood, the
danger of fire grew more and more pronounced, with the result that al-
most every large city enacted so-called "Fire Zone Ordinances," which
prohibited the construction of any building within such a fire zone unless
it were built of nonflammable materials. In those days preceding 1900,
the cost of brick and stone was strikingly greater than that of mere wood,
so that the owners of land, within such fire zones stoutly protested that
their constitutional rights were being taken from them, because they could
not build at a price comparable to the cost of buildings which would be
constructed of wood just outside of such fire zones. Indeed, in Cleve-
land, these fire zones brought on not only much litigation in the courts
but aroused tremendous clamor on the part of the land owners within the
new fire zone, but the ordinance was upheld.

In this fashion some municipalities added "Height Ordinances," while
in other cities, such as New York, "Set Back Ordinances" were established
so as to prevent streets from being darkened by the towering walls of
buildings and so as to minimize the "stealing of light," by each successive
building which stood taller and taller than its preceding neighbors.

Notwithstanding these and many other restrictive legislations, stores
moved in among residences, factories were erected among stores, apart-
ments crowded themselves alongside houses, so that neighborhoods con-
tinud to be blighted, values continued to be torn down, the "general wel-
fare" and the "public safety" were - everywhere - being injured. All
of the preventive measures and all of the restrictions that had gone before
came to stand forth as being plainly insufficient to safeguard municipali-
ties for the present or for oncoming generations. "Hodge-Podge Devel-
opment" was the rule and the order of the day.

Fortunately, the City of New York-which was itself being irreme-
diably injured and, in some areas, virtually ruined, appealed for the right
to have a study made as to what could be done toward arresting the de-
cline. As a result thereof, a commission was appointed by the state which
spent six years from 1910 to 1916 in preparing two volumes of informa-
tion and of data, constituting a compendium of information.

This commission heard reports from the foremost authorities on fire-
fighting, police protection, the supplying of water, and the installation of
sewage facilities. The tax authorities and the building commissioners
from over the country testified and the foremost eye doctors reported that
there was scarcely a woman who worked at the needle machines in the
factories that had been allowed to take possession of large store buildings
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whose eyes were not strained by the inadequate artificial lighting made
necessary by the lack of natural light. Indeed, those possessed of singular
knowledge in almost every walk of life were summoned before that com-
mission.

At the end of the sixth year, the committee reported that the only
feasible way to bring order out of municipal chaos was to integrate all of
the previously established restrictive enactments and to introduce a "new"
regulation - the regulation of the USE of property, so that municipali-
ties could prescribe certain areas for the USE of homes, certain appropri-
ate districts for the USE of stores; other parts of a municipality for the
USE of industry and factories.

FiRsT COMP IENSIrE ZONING ORDINANCE

When, as the result of that study, the City of New York, in 1916
passed the first comprehensive regulation of the USE of property within
prescribed areas of that city, it was promptly assailed as offending the
state and the Federal constitutions in that it was "the taking of private
property without compensation."

The highest court of New York state held that it was a proper exercise
of a municipality's so-called "Police Power" and that it did not violate
constitutional limitations. Within a few years, four states - where zon-
ing regulation had been enacted - upheld them, while three states tended
in the opposite direction.

The very able Honorable Newton D. Baker - just out of the cabinet
of President Woodrow Wilson - was employed by the great industrial,
railroad, and commercial interests (which then stood in fear of zoning)
to lay the axe to the very root of zoning.

It was recognized all over the land, that this proceeding would be
decisive, for if the Federal courts were to hold zoning to be violative of
the Constitution of the United States, all favorable state decisions would
fall like mere dominoes standing on end, because no legislation - though
validated by the highest court of a state - could stand if it offended the
Federal constitution.

As special counsel for the village of Euclid in the test case of Ambler
vs. Euclid,3 the writer was informed, during the first hearing by the Su-
preme Court, that since it had never before had a case on zoning, it
wished to be enlightened for "we do not even know what zoning means,"
they said.

In the midst of the writer's argument, he referred to "Realtors,"
whereas, other times, he spoke of "Real Estate Men." What is the dif-

'Euclid v. Ambler Realty Company, 272 U.S. 365 (1926).
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ference, asked the Chief Justice? Trying to save every precious moment
of the time allotted for his presentation, the writer endeavored to make
the shortest possible answer by saying:

I presume it is about the same difference as that between a Statesman
and a Politician.

"Pretty good, pretty good," replied Justice Taft as, repeatedly, he shook
with laughter. Thus, three coveted minutes were lost instead of time be-
ing gained.

Sensing that a singularly erroneous impression had been built into the
case by the opposition during the concluding moments of that first pres-
entation in Washington, the writer determined to send a telegram which

- seemingly - had some effect and which read as follows:

Enroute to Cleveland, January 29, 1926 To the Honorable Chief Jus-
tice, William H. Taft, c/o The Supreme Court, Washington, D. C. In
Ambler against Village of Euclid, it is felt that the Village ought to file a
Reply Brief to answer the concluding portion of Ambler oral argument
and of Ambler brief. Wanted to ask this privilege while in your court,
but hesitated. Upon reflection and because of the importance of the
cause and for not any mere purpose of winning, am compelled by con-
scientious duty to request permission to file short reply brief within such
time as you may stipulate.

Ambler brief was served and filed so few days before hearing, that
Reply Brief was impossible. Intended telephoning to a Washington at-
torney to appear in your court and move this request, but that will be
impossible, because prevailing storm has delayed train so many hours,
train will not arrive in Cleveland in time to permit telephoning and appear-
ance, when Court opens. Understand today is last session before Court
recesses and therefore take this manner of making application. Please for-
give this method of request, as no disrespect or violation of rule is intended.

Respectfully,
Village of Euclid

On the evening of the fifth day, a telegraph message said:

Washington, D. C.
February 2, 1926

The court allows you one week in which to file a reply brief and serve
it upon your opponent, and gives him a week in which to reply to you after
service. Please advise opposing counsel of this telegram.

William H. Taft

When court reconvened a few weeks later, the dispatches signalled
that the opposition had been held in check, for the Supreme Court had
refused to make any ruling and had done the unusual in ordering
the entire cause to be re-argued and re-presented.

Speaking through its then-Justice Sutherland, the Supreme Court final-
ly held zoning, -if reasotabl y exercised, to be within the "Police Power"
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of municipalities, for the general welfare and not offensive to the Federal
or State Constitution.4

Lest there be any false impression as to the -importance of the zoning
services on the part of the writer, it may be well to refer to the tale of the
little son who asked his father to tell the story of the World War from
which he had just returned, whereupon that veteran began a tale which
went on and on, so that when he finished, the youngster, looking up, said:
"Bu; Daddy, why did they need all those other soldiers?" So, too, there
were men like Edward M. Bassett and other splendid folk who fought
and struggled for zoning long before the writer ever heard of the subject.

Housekeeping for municipalities is, under zoning, finding an orderli-
ness. Zoning is merely keeping the kitchen stove out of the parlor, the
bookcase out of the pantry and the dinner table out of the bedroom. It
provides that houses shall be built among houses, apartments in apart-
ment zones, stores in store zones, and industry in zones set aside for in-
dustry.

NAPOLEON FIRST SET Up USE ZoNEs

Americans, prone to be chauvinistic, may believe that zoning had its
inception in this country. The truth is that Napoleon was the first man
to set up use districts in France, from which Frankfort and Coblenz in
Germany quickly borrowed the pattern.

But zoning is -not a panacea. It is merely a step in the right direction.
It must be exercised, in its every phase, with reasonableness.

The tenuous degree to which zoning is now being carried, may readily
be gathered from the fact that, in Louisiana, there was the proprietress of
a small neighborhood drug store which had been there for many years.
The area surrounding her location was now zoned for residential pur-
poses. An amendment to that zoning ordinance ordained that even a
long established business made nonconforming by the ordinance would
be required to vacate within one year. Upon suit being brought to en-
force that amendment, by a real estate firm which had only recently be-
come owner of its own property, the banishment of that little store was
enforced. Not only in the Southland but even in New York and in fed-
eral courts, such "Death Sentences" have been held to be valid. To the
writer, this is inconceivable.

'Since that validation, zoning has gone forward by leaps and bounds in small as
well as large municipalities. It now embraces many townships as well by virtue of
the County Rural Zoning statutes [OHIo REv. CODE 9 303.01-.991 which were
passed by the Ohio Legislature under the leadership of Charles P. Baker, Jr., of
Painesville.
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So, too, in the comparatively recent Ohio case of Morris vs. Roseman, 5

the Cuyahoga County Court of Appeals held that, under the Home Rule
provisions of the Ohio constitution and under Section 713.14 of the Re-
vised Code "the emergency zoning ordinance passed by the village coun-
cil of Oakwood, upon the event of its becoming a village (without re-
quiring any public hearing and without publicizing of any notice), was
a proper exercise of the power conferred upon the village by Article
XVIII, Section 3 of the Ohio Constitution and is in all respects a valid
ordinance." That an entire municipality, large or small, can find its every
parcel zoned without the public having the opportunity to express itself
and without notice, makes one wonder what has become of "due process"
and of the right of property. Ohio's Supreme Court reversed that deci-
sion," but upon a different ground.

CONCLUSION

It is essential that there be kept in mind the ever-true doctrine that
the owner of property doas have some inalienable rights. A corollary of
this doctrine is that it is the duty of the lawyer to fight for the preserva-
tion of such rights and not to permit overly zealous zoning experts who
draft ordinances nor obliging Councils who pass them, to promulgate leg-
islation which is unreasonable or which unlawfully tends toward the di-
vestment of the property owners' constitutional rights.

8118 N.E. 2d 429, 432 (Ohio App.) (1954).
'Morris v. Roseman, 162 Ohio St. 447, 123 N.E. 2d 419 (1954).
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Devon Zuegel is a software engineer, urban planning enthusiast and avid Strong Towns reader.
Today we're republishing her article about financing suburbia, originally published on Medium. This
is the second piece in a series about government policies that encouraged suburban growth in the
US. You can find the first piece here. Stay tuned for more articles in this series soon.

What image springs to mind when you picture
“federally subsidized housing”? Most people
imagine a low-income public housing tower, a
homeless shelter, or a shoddy apartment
building.

Nope — suburban homeowners are the single
biggest recipient of housing subsidies. As a
result, suburbs dominate housing in the
United States. For decades, federal finance
regulations incentivized single-family homes
through three key mechanisms:

1. Insurance,
2. National mortgage markets, and
3. New standards for debt structuring.

The housing market hides these details from the typical home buyer. As a result, most people are
unaware of these subsidies. But their effects are striking — they determined the location and
shape of development across America for generations.

A New Deal to restore the housing industry

Debt has a negative connotation these days. Credit cards, student loans, and auto loans are the
anchors that keep many Americans in debt for most of their life. Meanwhile, we view mortgages
very differently — they are seen as an investment, a symbol of adulthood, and a sign of financial
stability.

This was not always the case. In the early 1900s, mortgages were just like any other kind of debt.
Nowadays, payments are spread out over decades, but back then they came due all at once after a
few years. Most people didn’t have enough cash at the end of the term. It was standard to pay
back some and negotiate a new loan for whatever they still owed.

This worked fine while the economy was booming, but investors refused to renew the loans after
the 1929 stock market crash. Homeowners missed payments, and foreclosure rates doubled. The
housing industry collapsed, taking the economy down with it.

A Detroit suburb, circa 1950 (Source: Roadsidepictures)

https://medium.com/@devonmarisa/financing-suburbia-6076dae990f8
https://medium.com/@devonmarisa/subsidizing-suburbia-2c3b66f88d4c
https://www.planetizen.com/node/77216
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amortization_schedule
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balloon_payment_mortgage
https://files.stlouisfed.org/files/htdocs/publications/review/08/05/Wheelock.pdf#page=7
https://www.flickr.com/photos/roadsidepictures/7944929514/in/photolist-d74QKm-d74R67-7STq9t-7WkgFP-86WhxF-d763D5-7JwdML-7L4cn4-qydkm5-7L8a4A-7L8bdb-7P9zAt-87Xz18-8rP9yn-7kTN6d-7LHQJz-gHeLSB-8iXmvp-7VMy1x-7ptzJA-7ptzrU-6FWBxW-7k9DXB-7JX5Kf-84bpD2-8nkSjp-8iLSVW-84bpFt-6GYP4V-7oE8AG-7VQNML-7LHQW6-36wbzq-7JTark-7oAg5D-8vw3eb-7oAg2t-7QAA9k-DkHjCy-d7645Y-5EKizQ-6ZL3UT-dxJd5Z-7MwL6j-7P9AB6-8hkKLx-d76mNq-3oUBaL-yMwqU-d75NgE
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New Deal policymakers realized that restoring the economy depended on restoring the housing
sector. In 1934, they created the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) with two key mandates:

1. Revive the housing market, and
2. Make homeownership attainable for more Americans.

In pursuing these goals, the FHA determined
the design, structure, and location of new
private development. In turn, it made suburbia
the dominant form of housing in the United
States.

The FHA seems dry and technical, but its
implications are immense. It provides
insurance on mortgages that meet certain
criteria, repaying the principal to lenders if
borrowers default. We take the program for
granted now, but in 1934 it was radical. While
most Depression-era initiatives infused the
economy with money, the FHA was unique in
that it did not spend a dime to stimulate the
housing market. Rather, it boosted the
lenders’ confidence in the stability in the

market.

It mandated low interest rates, so investors’ returns weren’t as high as they had been, but risks
were nonexistent. Lenders had been spooked by the crash, but they came rushing back with the
promise of guaranteed profits. The FHA created a space for the private market to act, and in doing
so it unleashed vast amounts of private capital. Government programs like the PWA or HOLC were
tiny in comparison.

“�e most ambitious suburbanization plan in US history”

By making an offer lenders couldn’t refuse, the FHA exercised tremendous power over residential
design. Mortgages had to meet an opinionated set of criteria to qualify for the federal insurance.
Lenders could invest in mortgages not covered by the program, but they had a strong preference
for homes that conformed to the guidelines. Compliance was mandatory for the insurance, so
lenders pressured developers to follow the rules. By 1959, 25 years after it was formed, the FHA
had helped three out of every five American families purchase a home.

FHA rules had implicit and explicit hierarchies of what homeowners ought to want. They had two
key purposes: to stimulate the economy, and to constrain the market to only good investments.

“While most Depression-era
initiatives infused the
economy with money, the
FHA was unique in that it
did not spend a dime to
stimulate the housing
market. Rather, it boosted
the lenders’ confidence in
the stability in the market.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_Works_Administration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Home_Owners%27_Loan_Corporation
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These goals — plus social assumptions of the time — were reflected in the FHA’s evaluation of a
mortgage. The standards included:

Large, new homes were given a higher score, because they increased demand for labor and
materials. Older homes with small spaces didn’t create demand for new furniture. Features
like long hallways and steep staircases lowered the rating, because they prevented easy
moving of furniture.
Homogeneity of neighboring housing stock was believed to indicate stable housing prices. To
get the max score on the FHA evaluation, the manual preferred that a house be a part of “a
sparsely developed new neighborhood … completed over the span of very few years.”
The ideal house had “sunshine, ventilation, scenic outlook, privacy, and safety”, and “effective
landscaping and gardening” added to its worth. The guide recommended that houses should
be set back at least 15 feet from the road, and well-tended lawns that matched the
neighbors’ yards helped the rating.

Excerpts from 1936 FHA Under…

The manual had strict definitions for how streets should be built.
It prescribed minimum street widths and other specific measurements.
It recommended a hierarchical network, with a major arterial roads interlaced with smaller
streets. The idea was to separate through traffic and enable efficient circulation.
It saw cul-de-sacs as the most desirable home locations, because they were most isolated
from foot and auto traffic coming from outside of the neighborhood.
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The FHA was not interested in creating streets that looked
like this. (Source: Preus Museum)

It was more interested in creating streets that looked like
this.

The guidelines favored auto-rather than transit-oriented development. The idea was that
this would increase demand for cars, which were a growing part of American manufacturing.
The manual emphasized that suburbs must be arranged to promote strict separation of land
uses.
Multi-use districts with “commercial, industrial, or manufacturing enterprise” were seen to
threaten residential value. So, the FHA simply did not provide insurance for units where the
first floor was a shop with residences above for most of the agency’s lifetime.
Development like those you see in traditional historic neighborhoods could not get an FHA
loan. (These rules only changed in 2015.)
“There would be no corner groceries; if there were any stores at all, they would be grouped
into a single shopping center,” wrote Tom Hanchett in The Other “Subsidized Housing”.

The combined effect of these standards was the most ambitious suburbanization plan in United
States history. The FHA favored suburbia, so subdivisions became one of the most common
neighborhood types within a few decades.

New frontiers for suburbia

New Deal programs enabled the
expansion of suburbia into new
regions, too. Prior to the Depression,
mortgages were extremely local.
Investors could not lend money from
a distance, so capital accumulated in
slow-growth areas and was scarce in
fast-growing ones.

In commoditizing mortgages, New
Deal programs made possible a
national mortgage market for the first
time. FHA guidelines standardized

Suburban neighborhood in Layton, UT (Source: Pink Sherbet
Photography)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Downtown_street_in_Fairbanks_1955_Meyer.jpg
http://blogics.loanlogics.com/financing-a-mixed-use-property-is-now-easier-is-that-a-good-thing/
https://www.historysouth.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/The-Other-22Subsidized-Housing22-Federal-Aid-To-Suburbanization-.pdf
http://web.mit.edu/ebj/www/doc/JAPAv61n1.pdf
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Free_creative_commons_suburban_middle_class_neighborhood_in_Layton,_Utah_(9394736640).jpg
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home loans, which allowed lenders across the country to treat loans of the same rating as fungible.
Since the quality of these homes was assured by FHA inspectors, “investors from all over the
country would know exactly what a particular mortgage was worth”. For the first time, capital-rich
investors could lend money to developers expanding into the south and west.

The creation of the Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA, better known as Fannie Mae) in
1938 took this a step further. Fannie Mae creates a secondary market by purchasing mortgages
from lenders. It creates liquidity for these originators, which in turn allows them to underwrite
more mortgages. The federal government created Freddie Mac (FHLMC) in 1970 to serve a similar
purpose. The combination of these secondary markets and the FHA guidelines was in effect a
massive financing of suburban sprawl, all facilitated by the federal government.

The government also set a national limit on interest rates for mortgages. It created a standard rate
for the country as a whole, where before there had been immense variation. Mortgages had been
far more expensive in the west and south than in the capital-rich northeast. The new standard
rates made it artificially cheap to finance new development in the southwest. This subsidized
sparsely populated parts of the country, while disadvantaging older metropolitan areas. It also
coincided with the creation of the interstate highway system, on which we’ll go into more detail in
an upcoming post.

New markets for suburbia

While federal programs increased the geographic size of the market, they also increased the
number of people who could afford a down payment. They did this by tweaking the structure of
mortgage debt in two ways:

1. They decreased the size of monthly
payments by spreading them over a longer
period of time.

Federally-backed loans required terms
of at least 10 years, replacing the
balloon mortgages of the 1920s. This
paved the way for the standard 30-year
mortgage that we have today.
Borrowers focus on the size of these
monthly payments rather than the total,
so this made mortgages more
affordable without actually decreasing
their cost.

2. Federal programs slashed what was an acceptable downpayment.

Source: Nick Bastian

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fungibility
https://books.google.com/books?id=M5xk1rKh8ncC&pg=PA54&lpg=PA54&dq=%E2%80%9Cinvestors+from+all+over+the+country+would+know+exactly+what+a+particular+mortgage+was+worth%E2%80%9D&source=bl&ots=AlImnPpA7X&sig=a45V60mATvz6vobABzsep9eSzs8&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwij2oz52PHUAhVExlQKHd7nChgQ6AEIJjAA#v=onepage&q=%E2%80%9Cinvestors%20from%20all%20over%20the%20country%20would%20know%20exactly%20what%20a%20particular%20mortgage%20was%20worth%E2%80%9D&f=false
http://www.investopedia.com/articles/investing/091814/fannie-mae-what-it-does-and-how-it-operates.asp
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freddie_Mac
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/09/business/auto-leasing-gains-popularity-among-american-consumers.html
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Before, the buyer had to pay upwards of 50% of the purchase price in cash, but with the FHA
guarantees, banks were willing to accept down payments of just 10%.
To reward G.I.s returning from WWII, the Veterans Administration (VA) offered mortgage aid
as well. The VA insurance program was even more generous than the FHA, so by midcentury
banks offered as low as 0% down to newly returned veterans. These set the standard for
conventional mortgages within a few years.

Harvard economist Edward Glaeser described the impact of “the mortgage subsidies that were
explicit in the tax code and implicit in Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae” in a Boston op-ed:

These home-borrowing subsidies … pull people out of America’s urban centers. More than
85 percent of people in detached homes are owner-occupiers, in part because renting leads
to home depreciation. More than 85 percent of people in larger buildings rent. Since
ownership and structure type are closely connected, subsidizing homeownership
encourages people to leave urban high-rises and move into suburban homes.

By making long-term, amortized loans with low down payments the norm, federal policies made it
possible for millions of people to buy single-family homes. These homeowners enthusiastically
moved into the new mass-produced subdivisions to the west.

Invisible subsidies

On the surface, mortgages appear to be a mostly free market enterprise. Buyers take out financing
through a private broker; they find a home through a private real estate agent; and they purchase
their home from a private developer. Some people take out FHA loans, and everyone has to deal
with the pesky permitting process, but for the most part homeowners transact with private
parties.

The system masks a huge amount of government intervention. It isn’t evident to the average
person, because it works through obscure mechanisms like insurance and financing terms. These
don’t look like conventional cash subsidies, but they distort incentives, supply, and demand in the
same way. Though these mechanisms go mostly unnoticed, they have transformed residential
finance in America.

The US is the most suburban country in the world. Most assume this is the organic result of
individual preferences, because there’s little visibility into the ways that policy has shaped
incentives. The reality is that government intervention played a huge role. Because these subsidies
are complex and technical, it’s easy to forget their long history, but if we want to begin to
understand the current state of the housing market, we have to first understand how we got here.

Read the next article in this series, "Exempting Suburbia: How suburban development gets
special treatment in our tax code."

https://www.evernote.com/shard/s214/sh/356f3b01-c177-4c47-aaa2-df17007c472d/2cf0fbf8d6d5e05f
http://www.newgeography.com/content/005495-suburban-nations-canada-australia-and-united-states
https://www.strongtowns.org/journal/2017/8/21/exempting-suburbia-how-suburban-development-gets-special-treatment-in-our-taxcode
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Notes, resources, and further reading

I cannot in good conscience discuss the history of home finance in the US without mentioning
redlining. This was the practice of denying loans to residents of certain areas due to the racial
makeup of those communities. The FHA and VA pioneered this racist practice, and they set the
standard for private mortgage providers as well. It was a defining feature of the US housing market
for generations, and until recently it was ignored in nearly every major high school history
textbook. Other people have given this issue far better treatment than I ever will, so I’ll point you to
those, but I wanted to at least mention it so you can learn more about it:

The Racist Housing Policy That Made Your Neighborhood from The Atlantic
1934–1968: FHA Mortgage Insurance Requirements Utilize Redliningfrom Boston Fair
Housing

Louis Hyman’s book Debtor Nation: The History of America in Red Ink was instrumental in writing this
post. I originally picked it up as a history of credit in the US, but it went way beyond that. The
chapter about home finance opened my eyes to the the government-created incentives that shape
cities. It is what led me to learn more about the impact of policy on residential development and
rethink deep-set assumptions about why our country looks the way it does.

I nearly stopped writing this when halfway through I discovered Thomas Hanchett’s paper The
Other “Subsidized Housing”: Federal Aid to Suburbanization, 1940s-1960s. It hit every major point I
intended to articulate, and it introduced other ways that the government has shaped our
communities that I’d never heard about. I decided to continue, because my purpose — to
communicate these complex policies to people who aren’t finance policy nerds — was different
from his, and new information has surfaced since it was published in 2000, but it’s a great resource
to dive into more details that didn’t fit in this essay.

There’s so much more interesting stuff to dive into about the structure, incentives, and outcomes
of the FHA. I didn’t go into them here, but I encourage you to read more about it! It’s incredible how
much they’ve shaped the US housing market, even today. You can find a full PDF of the 1936 FHA
Underwriting Manual here.

To learn more about the mortgage interest deduction:

The Accidental Deduction: A History and Critique of the Tax Subsidy for Mortgage
Interest from Law & Contempary Problems, Vol. 73
Who Benefits from the Home Mortgage Interest Deduction? from Tax Foundation
Ways forward to more equitable land use law from City Observatory
The mortgage interest deduction: Its geographic distribution and policy implications from
Journalist’s Resource
How the mortgage interest deduction hurts our cities from MinnPost

https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2014/05/the-racist-housing-policy-that-made-your-neighborhood/371439/
http://www.bostonfairhousing.org/timeline/1934-1968-FHA-Redlining.html
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/0691156166/ref=as_li_qf_sp_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=devon04-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0691156166&linkId=f94b9af721a92ab07297f8ef0f6b61ea&sa-no-redirect=1
https://www.evernote.com/shard/s214/sh/5c5325d4-99d9-4b57-9ecf-48fb8c44f859/3fb9ac5c1711caa8
http://epress.trincoll.edu/ontheline2015/wp-content/uploads/sites/16/2015/03/1936FHA-Underwriting.pdf
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1498784
https://taxfoundation.org/who-benefits-home-mortgage-interest-deduction
http://cityobservatory.org/ways-forward-to-more-equitable-land-use-law/
https://www.evernote.com/l/ANado9WeE8RDEqldUVknUAB60RHy4c0cMHo
https://www.evernote.com/l/ANbsJmm_f7FCmajp5RzS8BAFIl68S-gVdV4
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To learn more about depreciation:

Real Estate Depreciation and Tax Sheltering from Financial Web

To learn more about the capital gains exclusion:

5 Things You Should Know About Capital Gains Tax from Turbotax
Homeowners get a big tax break when they sell: A capital gains tax exclusion from Bankrate
More support for a real estate capital gains tax from City Observatory

General further reading:

Street Network Types and Road Safety from University of Connecticut
Trump’s Industry, Real Estate, Poses Hurdle to Tax Overhaul from The New York Times
Starving the cities to feed the suburbs from Grist

Thanks to John Backus, Siyang Li, Chris Barber, Leopold Wambersie de Brower, Omar Rizwan, Tiffany Jung,
Aurélien Chouard, Rahul Gupta, Barak Gila, Marcel Horstmann, and John Luttig for reading this over. 

You may also be interested in:
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Everyone Loses in
Missouri's Tax-
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Using tax incentives to subsidize 
retail is a lose-lose game that St.
Louis's suburbs, desperate for 
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http://www.finweb.com/taxes/real-estate-depreciation-and-tax-sheltering.html#axzz4nashxMWY
https://turbotax.intuit.com/tax-tools/tax-tips/Investments-and-Taxes/5-Things-You-Should-Know-About-Capital-Gains-Tax/INF26154.html
http://www.bankrate.com/finance/taxes/capital-gains-and-your-home-sale-1.aspx
http://cityobservatory.org/more-support-real-estate-cap-gains-tax/
https://www.evernote.com/l/ANa6lW3ECeZJpb_OczEQnRf3VgsIvON3zMY
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/22/business/trump-tax-real-estate.html
https://www.evernote.com/l/ANaIswfZfxpPeJjbH4NTnWE_e-GdJNyhsb8
https://www.strongtowns.org/journal/2020/1/27/church-to-be-demolished-for-self-storage-facility
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Democracy Dies in Darkness

Redlining was banned 50 years ago. It’s still
hurting minorities today.

By 

March 28, 2018 at 6:00 a.m. EDT

Racial discrimination in mortgage lending in the 1930s shaped the demographic

and wealth patterns of American communities today, a new study shows, with 3 out

of 4 neighborhoods “redlined” on government maps 80 years ago continuing to

struggle economically.

The study by the National Community Reinvestment Coalition, released

Wednesday, shows that the vast majority of neighborhoods marked “hazardous” in

red ink on maps drawn by the federal Home Owners’ Loan Corp. from 1935 to 1939

are today much more likely than other areas to comprise lower-income, minority

residents.

“It’s as if some of these places have been trapped in the past, locking neighborhoods

into concentrated poverty,” said Jason Richardson, director of research at the

NCRC, a consumer advocacy group.

Tracy Jan 

Access The Post’s coronavirus coverage for free through our
newsletter.

https://ncrc.org/holc/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/tracy-jan/
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Researchers compared the HOLC maps, the most comprehensive documentation of

discriminatory lending practices, with modern-day census data to determine how

much neighborhood demographics have changed in 80 years. The findings have

implications for today’s political debates over housing, banking and financial

regulation, as well as civil rights, as Congress seeks to weaken the government’s

ability to enforce fair-lending requirements. Policies that influence access to capital

and credit have long-lasting effects on residential patterns, neighborhoods’

economic health and household accumulation of wealth, the report said.

In the 1930s, government surveyors graded neighborhoods in 239 cities, color-

coding them green for “best,” blue for “still desirable,” yellow for “definitely

declining” and red for “hazardous.” The “redlined” areas were the ones local lenders

discounted as credit risks, in large part because of the residents’ racial and ethnic

demographics. They also took into account local amenities and home prices.

Neighborhoods that were predominantly made up of African Americans, as well as

Catholics, Jews and immigrants from Asia and southern Europe, were deemed

undesirable. “Anyone who was not northern-European white was considered to be a

detraction from the value of the area,” said Bruce Mitchell, a senior researcher at

the NCRC and one of the study’s authors.

Loans in these neighborhoods were unavailable or very expensive, making it more

difficult for low-income minorities to buy homes and setting the stage for the

country’s persistent racial wealth gap. (White families today have nearly 10 times

the net worth of black families and more than eight times that of Hispanic families,

according to the Federal Reserve.)

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2018/03/14/the-senate-rolls-back-rules-meant-to-root-out-discrimination-by-mortgage-lenders/?utm_term=.672a47ca8830&tid=lk_inline_manual_7&itid=lk_inline_manual_7
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2017/09/28/black-and-hispanic-families-are-making-more-money-but-they-still-lag-far-behind-whites/?utm_term=.b430f84df5cc&tid=lk_inline_manual_13&itid=lk_inline_manual_13
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“Homeownership is the number-one method of accumulating wealth, but the effect

of these policies that create more hurdles for the poor is a permanent underclass

that’s disproportionately minority,” said John Taylor, president and chief executive

of the NCRC. “I think most people believe the problem is not with the rules but with

the people. Most middle-class whites in America don’t have empirical observations

of what happens in underserved neighborhoods or understand the historical

treatment of poor and minority communities.”

The Federal Housing Administration institutionalized the system of discriminatory

lending in government-backed mortgages, reflecting local race-based criteria in

their underwriting practices and reinforcing residential segregation in American

cities. The discriminatory practices captured by the HOLC maps continued until

1968, when the Fair Housing Act banned racial discrimination in housing.

But 50 years after that law passed, the lingering effects of redlining are clear, with

the pattern of economic and racial residential segregation still evident in many U.S.

cities — from Montgomery, Ala., to Flint, Mich., to Denver.

Nationally, nearly two-thirds of neighborhoods deemed “hazardous” are inhabited

by mostly minority residents, typically black and Latino, researchers found. Cities

with more such neighborhoods have significantly greater economic inequality. On

the flip side, 91 percent of areas classified as “best” in the 1930s remain middle-to-

upper-income today, and 85 percent of them are still predominantly white.

Researchers found that redlined neighborhoods in the South and the West are more

likely today to be home to a largely minority population. Neighborhoods in the

South and Midwest display the most persistent economic inequality.

In Macon, Ga., 65 percent of neighborhoods were marked “hazardous” in the 1930s,

making it the most redlined city in the United States, followed closely by

Birmingham, Ala., and Wichita, Kan.
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Here are the 10 U.S. cities with the highest percentages of neighborhoods marked

“hazardous” in the 1930s:

In Macon today, 91 percent of redlined neighborhoods are inhabited by mostly minorities; 73
percent of such neighborhoods remain low-to-moderate income, researchers found. Whites, on the
other hand, remain the overwhelming majority in Macon neighborhoods deemed “best” in the
1930s — all of which remain middle-to-upper income.

The racial disparity is reflected in the city’s poverty statistics. Nearly 35 percent of

blacks in Macon live in poverty today, compared with less than 13 percent of whites,

according to 2012 to 2016 census data.

In Baltimore, one of the earliest cities to officially adopt restrictive covenants

limiting African Americans and Jews to certain neighborhoods, nearly every census

tract labeled “hazardous” in the 1930s remains low-to-moderate income today,

researchers found. The only exceptions are the areas surrounding Baltimore's

harbor, a former industrial front that’s been redeveloped to attract businesses and

tourism.

Nearly 70 percent of formerly redlined communities in Baltimore remain

predominantly minority, as well as lower income. Even neighborhoods in western

Baltimore that had been rated as “desirable” subsequently became populated with

minority, low-income residents as middle-class whites fled to the suburbs,

researchers said.

A 2015 study of home mortgage and small-business lending in Baltimore by the

NCRC found that race, more than income, affected mortgage lending in the city.

Lending is greater in neighborhoods with larger white populations, with banks

making more than twice as many mortgage loans to whites as they did to blacks.

A February report by the Center for Investigative Reporting showed that redlining

persists in 61 metro areas — from Detroit and Philadelphia to Little Rock and

Tacoma, Wash. — even when controlling for applicants’ income, loan amount and

neighborhood, according to its analysis of Home Mortgage Disclosure Act records.

https://ncrc.org/home-mortgage-and-small-business-lending-in-baltimore-and-surrounding-areas/
https://www.revealnews.org/article/for-people-of-color-banks-are-shutting-the-door-to-homeownership/
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Banks have largely blamed the racial lending discrepancies on borrowers’ credit

scores. Lenders were supposed to soon start reporting extra information about

credit scores and other loan-pricing features. But the Senate recently voted to roll

back the new reporting requirements for small lenders.     

The researchers also analyzed 30 cities for patterns of gentrification, where once-

redlined neighborhoods showed an increase in median home values and

educational attainment between 2000 and 2010. They found that in cities with

higher levels of gentrification, more redlined neighborhoods had become middle-

to-upper-income neighborhoods. These areas saw a greater influx in economic

activity and changes to their downtowns. They also now have lower levels of

segregation, with more interaction between blacks and whites, as well as greater

economic inequality between newcomers and those who have historically lived

there.

Current lending discrimination reinforces the economic gulf, Mitchell said, as middle- and upper-
income gentrifiers moving into lower-income areas are able to obtain loans to buy and renovate
homes, while longtime residents rarely have access to that type of capital.

Researchers ranked Portland, Ore., which has seen an influx of financial investment

from the tech sector, as the most gentrified American city, with 58 percent of its

census tracts having gentrified. It is followed by Minneapolis, Seattle, Atlanta and

Denver.

Detroit was the least gentrified city, the research showed, with less than 3 percent of

its census tracts having gentrified, and only around the downtown core. But artists

and other “urban pioneers” have in recent years begun moving into more pockets of

the city, researchers said.

Longtime residents of formerly redlined neighborhoods are often pushed out when

the areas’ economic fortunes are reversed, researchers said. Many can no longer

afford the rising rents. Homeowners often can’t afford the increases in property

taxes, and as their home values rise, many are tempted to sell and cash out.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2018/03/14/the-senate-rolls-back-rules-meant-to-root-out-discrimination-by-mortgage-lenders/?utm_term=.672a47ca8830&tid=lk_inline_manual_40&itid=lk_inline_manual_40
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“Is gentrification promoting sustainable desegregation?” Mitchell said. “Or is it just

a movement towards increased segregation in the next census period?”



Jane Jacobs 

Editor's introduction 

Three challenging books that would influence the theory and practice of urban and regional planning 
appeared in the early 1960s. They were The Death and Life of Great American Cities (New York: Random 

House, 1961) by Jane Jacobs; Silent Spring (Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin, 1962) by Rachel Carson; and 

The Feminine Mystique (New York: Norton, 1963) by Betty Friedan. Jacobs's book celebrated the organic, 
unplanned city; Carson's raised environmental consciousness; and Friedan anticipated the women's move- 

ment and its effects on the labor force and household composition. They informed urban design, environ- 

mental planning, housing, and demography. 
Of the three authors, Jacobs probably had the.greatest impact on urban and regional planning. Her whole- 

sale condemnation of the field initially caused a good deal of angst, exemplified by the following comments 

from the executive director of one of the professional organizations: "Jane Jacobs' book is going to do a lot 

of harm... [but] we are going to have to live with it. So batten down the hatches." In time, however, her 

recommendations became deeply ingrained as the norm for urban life in contemporary urban and regional 
planning teachings. 

Jacobs highlighted the benefits of city living, comparing her own New York neighborhood, Greenwich Village, 
with the public housing and urban renewal projects being built in surrounding districts. She argued that her 

neighborhood's complex, unplanned physical environment fostered an urbane, safe community. She believed 

its success was due to four attributes: the neighborhood had mixed uses, short blocks and narrow streets 

lined with continuous commercial use, a dense population (75,000 to 100,000 people), and structures built 

over time. These components, she asserted, encouraged different kinds of people to walk around at all times 

of day. Their presence, as well as the surveillance of the area's many shopkeepers and residents, provided 
"eyes on the street" that discouraged crime and encouraged economic vitality. In contrast, federal urban renewal 

and housing programs produced sterile, high-rise tower complexes with long, unwalkable blocks lacking ground- 
floor stores. These designs, Jacobs claimed, stifled or discouraged the busy, urban scene that made cities 

lively, secure, and attractive. 
When The Death and Life of Great American Cities appeared, it was an immediate success. The pub- 

lisher had released excerpts to several popular magazines, including Harper's, The Saturday Evening Post, 

and Vogue. The New York Times reviewed the book twice, in the daily paper and in its prestigious Sunday 
Book Review. Jacobs, a first-time book author, became an instant celebrity. Her message appealed to both 

the Left, and the Right, both of which had issues with federal urban polioy, the former objecting to its inat- 

tention to the poor, the latter its exercise of power. 
Indeed, Jacobs struck the perfect tone for the times. The public was becoming wary of the clearance prac- 

tices of urban renewal and public housing: the costly, disruptive, and slow-to-complete projects dislocated 
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so many people and made whole neighborhoods disappear without stemming urban decline. Jacobs exercised 

sharp observational power in her analyses of city life, describing it in clear, simple, and sometimes indignant 
language. She added a qualitative dimension to urbanism that urban planners and other professionals had 

rejected in favor of boring quantitative analysis and dull maps. Furthermore, she had picked a tangible scape- 

goat: urban planners. Demonizing these professionals was more to her style and taste than writing about the 

complex economic, social, and political reasons for the massive metropolitan transformations then occurring, 
and certainly more interesting to her readers. 

While Jacobs made a major contribution to the field, her work had several weaknesses. First, she exhibited 

no sensitivity to the historical conditions that had inspired the urban programs of her era. Nor did she appre- 

ciate the hard-fought campaigns waged by previous reformers to achieve the smallest improvements, like regula 
tions to require running water and toilets in every dwelling, much less their part in securing a federal role in 

addressing urban problems. She failed to distinguish among the serious contributions to urban planning theory 
that emerged in the early twentieth century, dismissing all with a sweep of her pen. With an opening sentence 

throwing down the gauntlet "This book is an attack on current city planning and rebuilding" she derisively 
skewered every idea but her own. Second, while she was brilliantly alert to the daily choreography of different 

individuals in her neighborhood children, mothers, shopkeepers, local policeman she had little awareness 
of other urban complexities related to race, class, and gender that created large dysfunctions in the metropolitan 
arena. Third, in elevating the amateur-citizen as the arbiter of city rebuilding, she helped ignite NIMBYism, the 

not-in-my-backyard syndrome that was a disastrous, unintended consequence of such thinking. 
Finally, powerful as Jacobs's message was, it did not immediately change the course of U.S. metropolitan 

development. The steady movement of people and jobs to the suburbs and the depletion of the traditional 

cities she extolled continued throughout the 1960s and accelerated in the 1970s. While her readers univer- 

sally admired the book's prescriptions for successful neighborhoods, mainstream developers and consumers 

rushed to suburban, automobile-oriented, low-density, single-use areas. 

This selection originally appeared in Fortune Magazine (April 1958) and later was reprinted in The Explod- 
ing Metropolis (New York: Doubleday, 1958). Fortune and Architectural Forum were sister publications, 
both part of Henry Luce's Time-Life corporation. In putting together a series on the metropolis, Fortune 

senior editor William H. Whyte (1917-99) tapped Architectural Forum associate editor Jacobs for one essay 

over the objections of his colleagues. He was aware of her extracurricular activism in Greenwich Village fend- 

ing off Robert Moses' plans for urban renewal and, as he later related in the forward to The Exploding Metropolis, 
"she was a female, she was untried, having never written anything longer than a few paragraphs. She lived 

in the West Village and commuted to work on a bicycle." Through conversation, Whyte, himself a student 

of metropolitan life he had already authored a bestselling portrait of suburban life, The Organization Man 
(New York: Doubleday, 1956) and would go on to make substantial contributions in suburban open space 
protection in Conservation Easements (Washington, DO: Urban Land Institute, 1959) and in the design of 

urban public space in The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces (New York: Project for Public Spaces, 1980) 
recognized her observational skills. The resulting essay, "Downtowns are for People," attracted the favorable 

attention of the Rockefeller Foundation, which supported Jacobs for two years, allowing her to expand the piece 
into The Death and Life of Great American Cities. 

"Downtowns are for People" contains not only the seminal ideas of The Death and Life of Great American 

Cities but also a message about downtowns that has contemporary resonance. Jacobs reminds the reader 

that two important characteristics make downtowns special: individuality (drawn from the district's particular 
history and natural resources) and people (attracted to the place by its centrality and clustered activities). 
Her suggestions for improvement are just now being implemented in many downtowns under the rubric of 

creating a "24/7" place. Twenty-first-century downtowns whether traditional like Philadelphia's or brand-new 

like Piano, Texas's are enhancing their amenities (open space, cultural, and entertainment facilities) and 

seeking residents in addition to pursuing their older strategies of courting employment and retail. 

Jacobs (1916-2006), daughter of a physician and schoolteacher, grew up in the Northeastern coal town 

of Scranton, Pennsylvania. She migrated to New York shortly after graduating from high school. There, as an 

aspiring writer, she secured freelance assignments that sharpened her knowledge of the details of city life 
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she sold four articles to Vogue on New York's fur, diamond, leather, and flower districts and another one on 

manhole covers. Her big breakthrough was the invitation to write the downtown article and the subsequent 
book. After living in New York for thirty-four years, she moved with her husband and three children to Toronto 
to prevent her sons from being drafted into the Vietnam War. In Toronto, as in New York City, she was a 

vociferous activist, leading citizen opposition to highway and urban renewal projects. In addition to The Death 
and Life of Great American Cities, she wrote eight other books, including The Economy of Cities (New York: 
Random House, 1969), Cities and the Wealth of Nations (New York: Random House, 1984), The Nature of 
Economies (New York: Random House, 2000), and Dark Age Ahead (New York: Random House, 2004). 

For more on Jane Jacobs, see Alice Sparberg Alexiou's biography Jane Jacobs: Urban Visionary (New 
Brunswick, N J: Rutgers University Press, 2006). For a lively account of Jacobs fighting urban renewal in her 

own New York neighborhood, see Christopher Klemek, Urbanism as Reform: Modernist Planning and the 
Crisis of Urban Liberalism in Europe and North America, 1945-1975 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
forthcoming). 

This is a critical time for the future of the city. All 

over the country civic leaders and planners are 

preparing a series of redevelopment projects that 
will set the character of the center of our cities for 
generations to come. Great tracts, many blocks wide, 
are being razed; only a few cities have their new 

downtown projects already under construction; 
but almost every big city is getting ready to build, 
and the plans will soon be set. 

What will the projects look like? They will be 
spacious, park-like, and uncrowded. They will 
feature long green vistas. They will be stable and 
symmetrical and orderly. They will be clean, 
impressive, and monumental. They will have all the 
attributes of a well kept, dignified cemetery. 

And each project will look very much like the 
next one: the Golden Gateway office and apartment 
center planned for San Francisco; the Civic Center 
for New Orleans; the Lower Hill auditorium and 
apartment project for Pittsburgh; the Convention 
Center for Cleveland; the Quality Hill offices and 
apartments for Kansas City; the Capitol Hill pro- 
ject for Nashville. From city to city the architects' 
sketches conjure up the same dreary scene; here 
is no hint of individuality or whim or surprise, no 

hint that here is a city with a tradition and flavor 
all its own. 

These projects will not revitalize downtown; 
they will deaden it. For they work at cross-purposes 
to the city. They banish the street. They banish 
its function. They banish its variety... 

There are, certainly, ample reasons for redo- 
ing downtown falling retail sales, tax bases in 

jeopardy, stagnant real estate values, impossible 
traffic and parking conditions, failing mass transit, 
encirclement by slums. But with no intent to min- 
imize these serious matters, it is more to the point 
to consider what makes a city center magnetic, 
what can inject the gaiety, the wonder, the cheer- 
ful hurly-burly that make people want to come 

into the city and to linger there. For magnetism is 
the crux of the problem. All downtown's values are 

its byproducts. To create in it an atmosphere of 
urbanity and exuberance is not a frivolous aim. 

We are becoming too solemn about down- 
town. The architects, planners and businessmen 

are seized with dreams of order, and they have 
become fascinated with scale models and bird's-eye 
views. This is a vicarious way to deal with reality, 
and it is, unhappily, symptomatic of a design philo- 
sophy now dominant: buildings come first, for the 
goal is to remake the city to fit an abstract con- 

cept of what, logically, it should be. But whose logic? 
The logic of the projects is the logic of egocentric 
children, playing with pretty blocks and shouting 
"See what made!" a viewpoint much cultivated 
in our schools of architecture and design. And 
citizens who should know better are so fascinated 
by the sheer process of rebuilding that the end 
results are secondary to them. 

With such an approach, the end results will be 
about as helpful to the city as the dated relics of 
the City Beautiful movement, which in the early 
years of this century was going to rejuvenate the 
city by making it park-like, spacious, and monu- 

mental. For the underlying intricacy, and the life 
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that makes downtown worth fixing at all, can 

r•ever be fostered synthetically. No one can find what 

will work for our cities by looking at the boulevards 

of Paris, as the City Beautiful people did; and 

they can't find it by looking at suburban Garden 

Cities, manipulating scale models, or inventing 
dream cities. 

You've got to get out and walk. Walk, and you 
will see that many of the assumptions on which the 

proiects depend are visibly wrong If you get out 

and walk, you see all sorts of other clues. Why is 

the hub of downtown such a mixture of things?... 
Why is a good steak house usually in an old 
building? Why are short blocks apt to be busier than 

long ones? 
It is the premise of this critique that the best 

way to plan for downtown is to see how people 
use it today; to look for its strengths and to exploit 
and reinforce them. There is no logic that can be 
superimposed on the city; people make it, and it is 

to them, not buildings, that we must fit our plans. 
This does not mean accepting the present; down- 

town does need an overhaul: it is dirty, it is con- 

gested. But there are things that are right about it 

too, and by simple old-fashioned observation we 

can see what they are. We can see what people like, 

HOW HARD CAN A STREET WORK? 

The best place to look at first is the street [T]he 
street works harder than any other part of down- 

town. It is the nervous system; it communicates the 
flavor, the feel, the sights. It is the major point of 
transaction and communication. Users of downtown 
know very well that downtown needs not fewer 

streets, but more, especially for pedestrians. They 
are constantly making new, extra paths for them- 
selves, through mid-block lobbies of buildings, 
block-through stores and banks, even parking lots 
and alleys. Some of the builders of downtown 
know this too, and rent space along their hidden 

streets 

The animated alley 

The real potential is in the street, and there are 

far more opportunities for exploiting it than are 

realized. Consider, for example, Maiden Lane, an 
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odd two-block-long, narrow, back-door alley in San 
Francisco. Starting with nothing more remarkable 
than the dirty, neglected back sides of depart- 
ment stores and nondescript buildings, a group of 
merchants made this alley into one of the finest 
shopping streets in America. Maiden Lane has 

trees along its sidewalks, redwood benches to 

invite the sightseer or window shopper or buyer 
to linger, sidewalks of colored paving, sidewalk 
umbrellas when the sun gets hot. All the mer- 

chants do things differently: some put out tables with 
their wares, some hang out window boxes and 

grow vines. All the buildings, old and new, look indi- 
vidual; the most celebrated is an expanse of tan brick 
with a curved doorway, by architect Frank Lloyd 
Wright. The pedestrian's welfare is supreme; dur- 
ing the rush of the day, he has the street. Maiden 

Lane is an oasis with an irresistible sense of inti- 

macy, cheerfulness, and spontaneity. It is one of San 
Francisco's most powerful downtown magnets. 

All of downtown can't be remade into a bunch 
of Maiden Lanes, and would be insufferably quaint 
if it were. But the basic principles illustrated can 

be realized by any city and in its own particular way. 
Think of any city street that people enjoy and 

you will see that characteristically it has old build- 
ings mixed with the new. This mixture is one of 
downtown's greatest advantages, for downtown 

streets need high-yield, middling-yield, low-yield, 
and no-yield enterprises. The intimate restaurant 

or good steak house, the art store, the university 
club, the fine tailor, even the bookstores and 
antique stores it is these kinds of enterprises for 
which old buildings are so congenial. Downtown 

streets should play up their mixture of buildings 
with all its unspoken but well understood 
implications of choice 

The pedestrian's level 

Let's look for a moment at the physical dimensions 
of the street. The user of downtown is mostly on 

foot, and to enjoy himself he needs to see plenty 
of contrast on the streets. He needs assurance that 
the street is neither interminable nor boring, so he 
does not get weary just looking down it. Thus 

streets that have an end in sight are often pleas- 
ing; so are streets that have the punctuation of 

contrast at frequent intervals Narrow streets, if 
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they are not too narrow.., and are not choked with 

cars, can also cheer a walker by giving him a con- 

tinual choice of this side of the street or that, and 
twice as much to see. The differences are some- 

thing anyone can try out for himself by walking a 

selection of downtown streets. 

This does not mean all downtown streets should 
be narrow and short. Variety is wanted in this 

respect too. But it does mean that narrow streets 

or reasonably wide alleys have a unique value that 
revitalizers of downtown ought to use to the hilt 
instead of wasting. It also means that if pedestrian 
and automobile traffic is separated out on different 

streets, planners would do better to choose the 

narrower streets for pedestrians, rather than the most 
wide and impressive. Where monotonously wide and 
long streets are turned over to exclusive pedestrian 
use, they are going to be a problem. They will come 
much more alive and persuasive if they are broken 
into varying parts 

Maps of reality 

But the street, not the block, is the significant unity. 
When a merchant takes a lease he ponders what 
is across and up and down the street, rather 
than what is on the other side of the block. When 
blight or improvement spreads, it comes along the 

street. Entire complexes of city life take their 

names, not from blocks, but from streets Wall 
Street, Fifth Avenue, State Street, Canal Street, 
Beacon Street. 

Why do planners fix on the block and ignore the 
street? The answer lies in a shortcut in their ana- 

lytical techniques. After planners have mapped 
building conditions, uses, vacancies, and assessed 
valuations, block by block, they combine the data 
for each block, because this is the simplest way 
to summarize it, and characterize the block by 
appropriate legends. No matter how individual the 
street, the data for each side of the street in each 
block is combined with data for the other three sides 
of its block. The street is statistically sunk without 

a trace. The planner has a graphic picture of 
downtown that tells him little of significance and 
much that is misleading. 

Believing their block maps instead of their eyes, 
developers think of downtown streets as dividers 
of areas, not as the unifiers they are. Weighty deei- 

sions about redevelopment are made on the basis 
of what is a "good" or "poor" block, and this leads 
to worse incongruities than the most unenlightened 
laissez-faire 

If redevelopers of downtown must depend so 

heavily on maps instead of simple observation, 
they should draw a map that looks like a network, 
and then analyze their data strand by strand of the 
net, not by the holes in the net. This would give a 

picture of downtown that would show Fifth Avenue 

or State Street or Skid Row quite clearly. In the 

rare eases where a downtown street actually is a 

divider, this can be shown too, but there is no way 
to find this out except by walking and looking. 

The customer is right 

In this dependence on maps as some sort of higher 
reality, project planners and urban designers 
assume they can create a promenade simply by 
mapping one in where they want it, then having 
it built. But a promenade needs promenaders. 
People have very concrete reasons for where they 
walk downtown, and whoever would beguile them 
had better provide those reasons. 

The handsome, glittering stretch of newly 
rebuilt Park Avenue in New York is an illustration 
of this stubborn point. People simply do not walk 
there in the crowds they should to justify this ele- 
gant asset to the city with its extraordinary crown 

jewels, Lever House and the new bronze Seagram 
Building. The office workers and visitors who 

pour from these buildings turn off, far more often 
than not, to Lexington Avenue on the east or 

Madison Avenue on the west. Assuming that the 
customer is right, an assumption that must be 
made about the users of downtown, it is obvious 
that Lexington and Madison have something that 
Park doesn't 

The deliberately planned promenade minus 
promenaders can be seen in the first of the "green- 
way" streets developed in Philadelphia. Here are 

the trees, broad sidewalks, and planned vistas and 
there are no strollers. Parallel, just a few hundred 
feet away, is a messy street bordered with stores 

and activities -jammed with people. This paradox 
has not been lost on Philadelphia's planners: along 
the next greenways they intend to include at last 

a few commercial establishments 
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FOCUS 

No matter how interesting, raffish, or elegant down- 

town's streets may be, something else is needed: 
focal points. A focal point can be a fountain, or 

a square, or a building whatever its form, the 
focal point is a landmark, and if it is surprising 
and delightful, a whole district will get a magic 
spillover. All the truly great downtown focal points 
carry a surprise that does not stale. No matter 

how many times you see Times Square, with its 
illuminated soda-pop waterfalls, animated facial 

tissues, and steaming neon coffee cups, alive with 

its crowds, it always makes your eyes pop. No 

matter how many times you look along Boston's 
Newbury Street, the steeple of the Arlington Street 
Church always comes as a delight to the eye. 

Focal points are too often lacking where they 
would count most, at places where crowds and 
activities converge. Chicago, for instance, lacks 

any focal point within the Loop. In other cities per- 
fectly placed points in the midst of great pedestrian 
traffic have too little made of them Cleveland's 
drab public square, for example, so full of possib- 
ilities, or the neglected old Diamond Market in 
Pittsburgh, which, with just a little showmanship, 
could be a fine threshold to Gateway Center 

THE ECHO 

Backers of the project approach often argue that 
giant superblock projects are the only feasible means 
of rebuilding downtown. Projects, they point out, 
can get government redevelopment funds to help pay 
for land and the high cost of clearing it. Projects 
afford a means of getting open spaces in the city 
with no direct charge on the municipal budget for 
buying or maintaining them. Projects are preferred 
by big developers, as more profitable to put up than 
single buildings. Projects are liked by the lending 
departments of insurance companies, because a big 
loan requires less investigation and fewer deci- 
sions than a collection of small loans; the larger the 
project and the more separated from its environs, 
moreover, the less the lender thinks he need worry 
about contamination from the rest of the city. And 
projects can tap the public powers of eminent 
domain; they don't have to be huge for this tool to 
be used, but they can be, and so they are 

DOWNTOWN IS FOR PEOPLE 

WHERE IS THIS PLACE? 

The project approach thus adds nothing to the 
individuality of a city; quite the opposite most of 
the projects reflect a positive mania for obliterating 
a city's individuality. They obliterate it even when 
great gifts of nature are involved. For example, 
Cleveland, wishing to do something impressive 
on the shore of Lake Erie, is planning to build an 

isolated convention center, and the whole thing 
is to be put on and under a vast, level concrete 

platform. You will never know you are on a lake 
shore, except for the distant view of water. 

But every downtown can capitalize on its own 

peculiar combinations of past and present, climate 
and topography, or accidents of growth. Pittsburgh 
is on the right track at Mellon Square (an ideally 
located focal point), where the sidewalk gives way 
to tall stairways, animated by a cascade. This is a 

fine dramatization of Pittsburgh's hilliness, and it 
is used naturally where the street slopes steeply. 

Waterfronts are a great asset, but few cities are 

doing anything with them. Of the dozens of our 

cities that have river fronts downtown, only one, 
San Antonio, has made of this feature a unique 
amenity. Go to New Orleans and you find that the 
only way to discover the Mississippi is through an 

uninviting, enclosed runway leading to a ferry. The 
view is worth the trip, yet there is not a restaurant 

on the river frontage, nor any rooftop restaurants 

from which to view the steamers, no place from 
which to see the bananas unloaded or watch the 
drilling rigs and dredges operating. New Orleans 
found a character in the charming past of the 
Vieux CarrY, but the character of the past is not 

enough for any city, even New Orleans. 
A sense of place is built up, in the end, from many 

little things too, some so small people take them 
for granted, and yet the lack of them takes the flavor 

out of the city: irregularities in level, so often bull- 
dozed away; different kinds of paving, signs and 
fireplugs and street lights, white marble stoops. 

THE TWO-SHIFT CITY 

It should be unnecessary to observe that the parts 
of downtown we have been discussing make up 

a whole. Unfortunately, it is necessary; the pro- 
ject approach that now dominates most thinking 
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assumes that it is desirable to single out activities 
and redistribute them in an orderly fashion a civic 

center here, a cultural center there. 
But this notion of order is irreconcilably opposed 

to the way in which a downtown actually works; 
what makes it lively is the way so many different 
kinds of activity tend to support each other. We are 

accustomed to thinking of downtowns as divided 
into functional districts financial, shopping, 
theatre and so they are, but only to a degree. As 

soon as an area gets too exclusively devoted to one 

type of activity and its direct convenience services, 
it gets into trouble; it loses its appeal to the users 

of downtown and it is in danger of becoming a 

has-been. In New York the area with. the most 
luxuriant mixture of basic activities, midtown, has 
demonstrated an overwhelmingly greater attractive 

power for new building than lower Manhattan, 
even for managerial headquarters, which, in lower 
Manhattan, would be close to all the big financial 
houses and law firms and far away from almost 
everything else. 

Where you find the liveliest downtown you 
will find one with the basic activities to support two 
shifts of foot traffic. By night it is just as busy as it 
is by day. New York's Fifty-seventh Street is a good 
example: it works by night because of the apart- 
ments and residential hotels near by; because of 
Carnegie Hall; because of the music, dance, and 
drama studios and special motion-picture theatres 
that have been generated by Carnegie Hall. It 
works by day because of small office buildings 
on the street and very large office buildings to the 
east and west. A two-shift operation like this is very 
stimulating to restaurants, because they get both 
lunch and dinner trade. But it also encourages 
every kind of shop or service that is specialized, and 
needs a clientele sifted from all sorts of population. 

It is folly for a downtown to frustrate two-shift 
operation, as Pittsburgh, for one, is about to do. 
Pittsburgh is a one-shift downtown but theoretically 
this could be partly remedied by its new civic 
auditorium project, to which, later, a symphony hall 
and apartments are to be added. The site immedi- 
ately adjoins Pittsburgh's downtown, and the new 

facilities could have been tied into the older down- 
town streets. Open space of urban not suburban 

dimensions could have created a focal point 
or pleasure grounds, a close, magnetic juncture 
between the old and the new, not a barrier. How- 

ever, Pittsburgh's plans miss the whole point. 
Every conceivable device arterial highways, a wide 
belt of park, parking lots separates the new pro- 
ject from downtown. The only thing missing is an 

unscalable wall. 
The project will make an impressive sight from 

the downtown office towers, but for all it can do 
to revitalize downtown it might as well be miles 

away 

WANTED: CAREFUL SEEDING 

When it comes to locating cultural activities, plan- 
ners could learn a lesson from the New York 
Public Library; it chooses locations as any good 
merchant would. It is no accident that its main 
building sits on one of the best corners in New 
York, Forty-second Street and Fifth Avenue, a 

noble focal point. Back in 1895, the newly formed 
library committee debated what sort of institution 
it should form. Deciding to serve as many people 
as possible, it chose what looked like the central 
spot in the northward-growing city, asked for and 
got it. 

Today the library locates branches by tentatively 
picking a spot where foot traffic is heavy. It tries 
out the spot with a parked bookmobile, and if 
results are up to expectations it may rent a store 

for a temporary trial library. Only after it is sure it 
has the right place to reach the most customers does 
it build. Recently the Library has put up a fine new 

main circulation branch right off Fifth Avenue on 

Fifty-third Street, in the heart of the most active 
office-building area, and increased its daily circula- 
tions by 5,000 at one crack. 

The point, to repeat, is to work with the city. 
Bedraggled and abused as they are, our down- 
towns do work. They need help, not wholesale 
razing 

THE CITIZEN 

The remarkable intricacy and liveliness of down- 
town can never be created by the abstract logic 
of a few men. Downtown has had the capability of 
providing something for everybody only because 
it has been created by everybody. So it should 
be in the future; planners and architects have a 
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vital contribution to make, but the citizen has a 

more vital one. It is his city, after all; his job is not 
merely to sell plans made by others, it is to get into 
the thick of the planning job himself. He does not 

have to be a planner or an architect, or arrogate 
their functions, to ask the right questions: 

How can new buildings or projects capitalize on 

the city's unique qualities? Does the city have a 
waterfront that could be exploited? An unusual 
topography? 
How can the city tie in its old buildings with its 
new ones, so that each complements the other 
and reinforces the quality of continuity the city 
should have2 
Can the new projects be tied into downtown 
streets? The best available sites may be outside 
downtown but how far outside of downtown? 
Does the choice of site anticipate normal growth, 
or is the site so far away that it will gain no sup- 
port from downtown, and give it none? 
Does new building exploit the strong qual- 
ities of the street or virtually obliterate the 
street? 
Will the new project mix all kinds of activ- 
ities together, or does it mistakenly segregate 
them? 

DOWNTOWN IS FOR PEOPLE 

In short, will the city be any fun? The citizen can 
be the ultimate expert on this; what is needed is 
an observant eye, curiosity about people, and a 
willingness to walk. He should walk not only the 
streets of his own city, but those of every city he 
visits. When he has the chance, he should insist 
on an hour's walk in the loveliest park, the finest 
public square in town, and where there is a handy 
bench he should sit and watch the people for a while. 
He will understand his own city the better and, 
perhaps, steal a few ideas. 

Let the citizens decide what end results they 
want, and they can adapt the rebuilding machin- 
ery to suit them. If new laws are needed, they can 
agitate to get them. The citizens of Fort Worth, for 
example, are doing this now; indeed, citizens in 
every big city planning hefty redevelopment have 
had to push for special legislation. 

What a wonderful challenge there is! Rarely 
before has the citizen had such a chance to 
reshape the city, and to make it the kind of city that 
he likes and that others will too. If this means 
leaving room for the incongruous, or the vulgar or 
the strange, that is part of the challenge, not the 
problem. 

Designing a dream city is easy; rebuilding a 
living one takes imagination. 
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Thank you for printing content from www.citylab.com. If you enjoy this piece, then please check back soon for
our latest in urban-centric journalism.

Ian McHarg in Portugal in 1967. // Architectural Archives of the University of Pennsylvania
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How Ian McHarg Taught Generations to ‘Design
With Nature’
Fisty years ago, a Scottish landscape architect revolutionized how designers and planners think about ecology. His

legacy matters now more than ever.
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The last 50 years of landscape architecture and environmental planning belong to Ian McHarg. In theory
and practice, no designer has done more to stoke the public imagination or reshape the professions
around the environment. And nothing captures the scope and scale of his legacy be�er than his
landmark book, Design With Nature, published in the spring of 1969.
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More manifesto than scholarly text, McHarg’s now-canonical book arrived amidst the tumult of an
ascendant, leftist environmental movement—one that delivered a series of landmark political victories in
the 1970s, a period that would become known as “the environmental decade.” It remains one of the best-
selling books ever wri�en by a designer, has been translated into Chinese, French, Italian, Japanese, and
Spanish, and remains in print today.

(Architectural Archives of the University of Pennsylvania)

On the 50th anniversary of its publication, one is struck by the durability of McHarg’s ideas and the
parallels between the ecological crisis and resultant activism of his era, and those of the contemporary
moment we now find ourselves in—one defined by global climate change, a new generation of activism
around the Green New Deal, and, more generally, a resurgent left in American politics.

From Glasgow smokestacks to the GIS revolution
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Despite this, McHarg (who died in 2001) is far from a household name. He was born in 1920 in Scotland.
There, he grew up along the banks of the heavily industrialized Clyde River, just outside of Glasgow,
during the Great Depression. It was a landscape of billowing smokestacks and rushing water at a
moment of extreme precarity and collapse, one reflected in notions of suitability, balance, and rationality
in McHarg’s later work.

He went on to serve as an infantryman in Britain’s elite special forces during World War II and, later, to
earn degrees in landscape architecture and city planning from Harvard’s Graduate School of Design—
where, at the time, Walter Gropius was building a Modernist, American Bauhaus school. McHarg
garnered admission to Harvard through something resembling the Varsity Blues grift: He wrote a le�er to
the dean of the GSD, representing himself as a major in the Sco�ish military (he was an enlisted man)
and telling the admissions office to “please make necessary arrangements” as he was coming to study
landscape architecture.

After a brief return to Scotland, where he became involved in postwar reconstruction, McHarg was
recruited back to the United States by Holmes Perkins, dean of the University of Pennsylvania Graduate
School of Fine Arts, to build a new department of landscape architecture in 1957. (Penn had begun
offering courses in the field in the 1920s, one of the first American universities to do so.) McHarg also co-
founded a design firm in Philadelphia—Wallace, McHarg, Roberts, and Todd (WMRT, now WRT)—and
increasingly blurred the lines between academic research and professional practice.

On campus, McHarg ran design studios that served as research engines for WMRT and taught a
campus-wide course titled “Man and Environment” that brought luminaries like Loren Eisley, Margaret
Mead, Lewis Mumford, and Julian Huxley into the department of landscape architecture.
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McHarg (lest) on the set of The House We Live In, a 12-part series he hosted on CBS in 1960 and 1961. (Architectural Archives

of the University of Pennsylvania)

These courses gave McHarg the grist he would need to write Design With Nature. The first copies of his
book arrived on April 8, 1969, amid a national environmental awakening. Design With Nature
immediately became part of the zeitgeist, giving planners, designers, and urbanists a manifesto for their
frustrations with America’s lax land use and environmental regulations. In the introductory chapter,
McHarg framed his argument:

Our eyes do not divide us from the world, but they unite us to it…Let us abandon the simplicity of
separation and give unity its due. Let us abandon the self-mutilation which has been our way and
give expression to the potential harmony of man-nature … Man is that uniquely conscious creature
who can perceive and express. He must become the steward of the biosphere. To do this, he must
design with nature.
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The book also provided a practical method for intervening in the land-use system—the layering of large,
complex spatial data to make policy and design choices about a site’s “fitness” or “suitability” for
various types of development, conservation, and restoration plans. If that method of suitability analysis
sounds familiar, it should: It gave rise to a technological revolution in Geospatial Information Systems,
beginning with crude punch cards on room-sized computers and evolving into the suite of highly
sophisticated GIS software companies we know today (including Esri).

Hubristic and techno-utopian, McHarg’s emphasis on creating a rational, systematized design process
expanded the fields of landscape architecture and environmental planning, pulling practitioners out of
gardens and small parks and into territorial-scale design.

Alongside Rachel Carson’s classic Silent Spring, Design With Nature helped activists translate the energy
of the 1960s into a string political victories in the 1970s, including: the National Environmental Policy
Act (1970), the Clean Water Act (1972), the Endangered Species Act (1973), CERCLA (Superfund, 1980),
and the establishment of the Environmental Protection Agency and the White House Council on
Environmental Quality (1970). Much of that regulatory regime remains intact today, creaking under the
weight of the contemporary ecological challenges it was not designed to solve, yet indispensable to the
broader aims of environmental stewardship and climate action.

The Woodlands

In his professional practice, McHarg worked on planning studies commissioned by state and federal
agencies, including the Plan for the Valleys in Baltimore County, Maryland—which became a critical
precedent in neighboring Montgomery County as it developed its growth-management regulatory
regime—and a borough-wide land-use plan for Staten Island in New York. That plan, only partially
implemented, was held up after Hurricane Sandy as an exemplar of how the area could have avoided
the worst impacts of the storm.

McHarg also built a number of highly influential, if only partially realized, projects, including
Baltimore’s Inner Harbor, the environmental resource plans for Amelia and Sanibel Islands in Florida,
and, perhaps most famously, The Woodlands in Texas.

https://www.nrdc.org/stories/story-silent-spring
https://asu.pure.elsevier.com/en/publications/design-with-nature-key-lessons-from-mchargs-intrinsic-suitability
https://tclf.org/inner-harbor
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The Woodlands, Texas. (zeesstof/Getty Images)

Thirty miles north of Houston, The Woodlands is a master-planned community developed by George
Mitchell, a Texas oil magnate who, among other things, invented the technology now used for hydraulic
fracturing gas exploration, otherwise known as fracking. It was one of 14 communities funded through
HUD’s Title VII “New Towns” program, and the only one to become a financial success—the others
either failed to develop outright, or cycled through various ownership changes and bankruptcies before
being built out in their entirety.

Incorporated in 1974, The Woodlands was organized around McHarg’s ecological goals—namely the
conservation and restoration of the area’s hydrological system to manage flood risks—and HUD’s social
goals—namely to build a mixed-income city where an otherwise more exclusive suburb might have
emerged. The Woodlands developed in three phases: the first overseen entirely by WMRT, the second
proceeding according to plan but without the firm’s direct involvement, and the final phase more or less
following the standard suburban development guidelines of the time.

Though designers often point to it as perhaps the clearest realization of McHarg’s ideals in the built
environment, those histories tend to fla�en the story, treating it either as an ideal model for suburbia or,
being a suburb, as something counter to McHarg’s notions of designing with nature altogether—one
more greenfield development in an endless line of beautiful, sprawling works of suburban development.

The project became a launching pad for the careers of Anne Whiston Spirn—then an employee of
McHarg’s and, eventually his successor as chair of Penn’s landscape architecture program—and Colin
Franklin, who’d go on to co-found the award-winning landscape architecture firm Andropogon with his
partner, Carol.

https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2017/jan/10/ben-carson-trump-solve-us-housing-crisis-should-look-new-towns-late-60s
https://www.houstonchronicle.com/local/gray-matters/article/Some-suburbs-work-with-nature-Why-can-t-the-rest-12264368.php
https://dusp.mit.edu/faculty/anne-whiston-spirn
https://www.andropogon.com/firm/principals-2/colin-franklin-rla-ra-riba-aia-asla/
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People tend to ignore the rest of McHarg’s built and speculative work. There was the Modernist, master-
planned capital city of Abuja, Nigeria, and a ludicrous zoo designed at the behest of Iran’s soon-to-be-
deposed shah (a project that would ultimately lead to McHarg’s ouster from WMRT).  This is, in part,
because the durability and impact of his work—of any designer’s work—is always much smaller and
less ambitious than they or we might have imagined in the moment. Design practice is a fraught,
imperfect enterprise, shaped more by clients and capital than by careful analysis or creative thinking.

Also, the technocratic lurch of landscape architecture was driven by McHarg: our unrelenting, and
perhaps misplaced, faith in data and rigorous analysis to move decision-makers, and the instrumental
nature of our professions, steered by real-estate developers and the neoliberal land development
machine to focus more on designing luxurious parks in our wealthiest communities than on designing
with nature, however fraught that concept might be. Indeed, much of landscape-architecture theory and
practice since 1969 can be read as either an endorsement of McHarg’s legacy or a criqitue of his ideology
and methods.

The technocratic lurch of landscape architecture was driven by McHarg:
our unrelenting, and perhaps misplaced, faith in data ... to move

decision-makers.

At Penn, we are preparing to celebrate this milestone with a new book, a series of associated exhibitions,
an international conference (all titled Design With Nature Now), and the public launch of a new climate
and design research center bearing McHarg’s name. In the book and exhibitions, we feature recent
landscape architecture projects that engage large, complex sites and pressing socio-ecological issues,
seeming to reflect a McHargian ethos of stewardship.

These works span large-scale landscape conservation and restoration; climate adaptation and mitigation;
rapid and informal urbanization; post-industrial cleanups and revitalization; and green infrastructure
and water-resource management. The selected projects are imperfect—but, we’ve found, they are a good
place to start thinking about where we’ve been since 1969 and where we might go by 2069.

Design With Nature now—and in the future

But it’s where we are today—within sight of decarbonization, adaptation, and purposeful, planetary
design— that interests us most. This anniversary has forced us to ask ourselves: what are the most
pressing social and ecological challenges of our generation(s)? Where do planning and design fit within
them? How might we imagine a different, yet equally ambitious, agenda for the design fields in this
contemporary context? Those questions have led us toward what might be considered the biggest
planning and design idea of the last century: the Green New Deal.

https://www.lincolninst.edu/publications/books/design-nature-now
https://mcharg.upenn.edu/exhibitions
https://mcharg.upenn.edu/now
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Whatever form the GND eventually takes, it will be realized and understood through buildings,
landscapes, public works, and the built environment. And this has forced us to view many of these
projects as prototypes for a Green New Deal future that’s yet to come.

The Great Green Wall of Africa, a community agriculture and rewilding project stretching east to west
across the continent’s sub-Saharan zone, is a model for international, grassroots-driven environmental
design at the continental scale. An Energetic Odyssey in the North Sea, a megaregional energy-
infrastructure plan to accelerate the transition from fossil fuels in Northern Europe, is a model for
designed decarbonization. And the Healthy Port Futures project in the Great Lakes, which repurposes
mud and sediment dredged by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to build new shoreline amenities and
habitat, is a model for rebuilding the economy of Rust Belt cities through environmental restoration.

As much as our work around this anniversary has been about what it means to design with nature now,
we’ve already turned our focus to what it might mean to design with nature next, in the near and distant
future. This required us to look back, again, at the moment and the movement that gave rise to McHarg
—one that was led almost entirely by young activists. And we cannot help but see the parallels between
his era and ours, and we cannot help but believe that this rising generation of designers and planners,
increasingly and rightfully radicalized, will do what our presiding and retiring generations could not: to
design a be�er, more just, and more sustainable planet.

Billy Fleming is the Wilks Family Director of the Ian L. McHarg Center at the University of Pennsylvania’s Stuart
Wei�man School of Design.

Frederick Steiner is the dean and Paley professor at the Wei�man School.

William Whitaker is the curator and collections manager of the school’s architectural archives.

Karen M’Closkey is associate professor of landscape architecture at Penn.

Richard Weller is the Meyerson Chair of Urbanism and professor and chair of landscape architecture at the
Wei�man School.
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A Short History of the Term Green Infrastructure and Selected Literature 

by Karen Firehock, January 2010 

Green infrastructure planning is a strategic landscape approach to open space conservation, 
whereby local communities, landowners, and organizations work together to identify, design, 
and conserve the land network essential for maintenance of healthy ecological functioning.  
This is essentially the definition employed by Benedict and McMahon in their book on green 
infrastructure (see bibliography).  As defined by Benedict and McMahon “Green infrastructure 
is a strategically planned and managed network of wilderness, parks, greenways, conservation 
easements, and working lands with conservation value that supports native species, maintains 
natural ecological processes, sustains air and water resources, and contributes to the health 
and quality of life for America’s communities and people” (2006).   

However, green infrastructure planning is not an entirely new concept and the principles that 
form the basis for the concept have arisen from multiple disciplines. The term itself was first 
coined in Florida in 1994 in a report to the governor on land conservation strategies and was 
intended to reflect the notion that natural systems are equally, if not more important, 
components of our “infrastructure.”  Since it is generally accepted that we have to plan for grey 
infrastructure, the idea of also planning to conserve or restore our natural resources, or "green 
infrastructure," helped people to recognize its importance to community planning.  

There are several disciplines that have addressed green infrastructure including planning, 
landscape architecture, ecology and conservation biology, forestry, and more recently, 
transportation.  Within the field of landscape ecology/architecture Hellmund, Smith and  
Somers (2006) provide a useful description of the field that builds upon the greenways 
movement in their book Designing Greenways: Sustainable Landscapes for Nature and People. 
Their book also brings in notions of landscape ecology from earlier work by noted landscape 
ecologist R.T.T. Forman.  The greenways movement -- conserving green corridors, often along 
river systems -- was popularized by the book Greenways for America

Green infrastructure planning includes the corridor notion of 
greenways as critical connection for habitats but also includes 
larger blocks of intact habitat types such as un-fragmented 
forests, wetlands or dune systems.  It moves from the notion of 
river greenways to also include distinct habitat types such as fens, 
and recognizes the importance of ecological services provided by 
forest and wetland habitats, such as cleaning the air or filtering the 
water.  

 (Little, 1995).   
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Example of a biofilter installed 
to clean parking lot runoff 

For case study review, an excellent early book that does not use the term green infrastructure, 
but applied the concept, is Nature Friendly Communities by Duerksen and Snyder (2005). They 
include several detailed case studies in their book. What is useful in their approach is that they 
provide a detailed critique of each case, along with  the pros and cons of the approach taken.  
For example, they laud one state parks agency for developing a detailed green infrastructure 
map but they criticize them for not first gaining agreement from end users that it would be 
applicable; the result was a plan that was nice to look at but never actually used across the 
state.  Other books, such as Green Infrastructure 

In seeking to understand green infrastructure, it is important to avoid confusing 
green building and green infrastructure.  In 2007, the term "green infrastructure" 
became confused with built engineered structures for stormwater management 
when the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency began to apply the term to best 
management practices that are used in concert to achieve a low impact 
development strategy (LID).  Low impact development is a design strategy with a 
goal of maintaining or replicating the pre-development hydrologic regime through 
the use of design techniques to create a functionally equivalent hydrologic site 
design” (Low Impact Development DRAFT Technical Bulletin).   LID operates at 
the site scale to offset practices of the built environment.  For example, a biofilter, 
also known as a raingarden, is a wonderful way to slow and filter stormwater 
within recessed planting beds that break down pollutants. Localities and 
builders are encouraged to employ raingardens in new building sites or, they can 
be utilized in watershed planning efforts to retrofit developed urban areas with better 
stormwater management. 

by Benedict and McMahon, list the concept 
and benefits of green infrastructure and positive examples from across the United States.   

In the context of building "green," certification programs such as LEED (leadership in 
environment, energy and design) promoted by the U.S. Green Building Council, or Earthcraft, a 
rating system applied to energy efficient standards for homes are used for individual buildings.  
LEED has recently expanded to include Neighborhood LEED.  However, these programs do not 
require that a development seek to connect wildlife corridors or necessarily maximize tree 
cover on a site.  Landscape scale approaches are often missed as each developer protects some 
green space, but they often do not connect habitat across multiple parcels. Within sites, 
developers may build on inappropriate areas of a site that should instead be preserved for 
groundwater recharge or other “green infrastructure” functions.   

Green infrastructure operates first at a landscape scale, looking across parcels and ownerships.  
Ideally, green infrastructure planning occurs before development begins. Land can be 
designated appropriately for protection and/or restoration to provide wildlife habitat, 
recreation, stormwater treatment, energy savings, aesthetic values, improved community 
health, and sustainable economies. In urban areas, green infrastructure approaches focus on 
citywide tree canopy, assessments of public tree conditions, riparian habitats and stream 
corridors, connected blocks of habitat such as larger city parks, trail systems and more recently, 
good soils for community gardens and opportunities for habitat restoration.  At the site scale, 

http://www.usgbc.org/DisplayPage.aspx?CategoryID=19�
http://www.earthcrafthouse.com/About/newhomes.htm�
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we can then focus on whether we need to have raingardens, green rooftops, permeable paving 
or a host of other best management practices the can help to infiltrate water. 

In the past five to ten years, there has been a renewed interest in landscape scale planning and 
in making linkages between ecological services and community needs.  Increasingly, localities 
are recognizing that creating livable and healthy communities requires the conservation and 
restoration of healthy forests, accessible open space, and connected landscapes in order to 
provide for clean air, clean water, public fitness, wildlife diversity and aesthetic benefits, such 
as scenic views and natural beauty. The economics of taking a green infrastructure approach 
have also gained increasing recognition.  For example, a national study of the value of urban 
tree cover for reducing stormwater problems and improving air quality show that the trees in 
our cities are worth more than $400 billion in money saved from not having to build structures, 
such as stormwater ponds or biofilters, to clean our air and water (Benedict and McMahon, 
2006).  

In 2006, federal agencies collaborated on a national publication called Ecological: An Ecosystem 
Approach to Developing Infrastructure Projects

As far as restoring green infrastructure, streams can often be restored by taking them out of 
pipes and returning them to the surface -- also called daylighting.  Riparian restoration, a critical 
link for creating habitat, is covered by Riley in her research book, 

. This publication was developed primarily to 
promote green transportation approaches in recognition of the fact that road building has a 
great potential to fragment habitats, but can be conducted so as to avoid or minimize these 
impacts. This book includes some case examples.  

Restoring Streams in Cities

The Trust for Public Lands has published a number of studies on green infrastructure (see 
bibliography). They have published several issue specific reports that investigate the benefits of 
public green infrastructure, such as parks and trail networks and suggest strategies for the 
siting and design of parks. They also deal with issues of social equity by examining disparities in 
park location and access by income and propose approaches for planning for parks that ensures 
equal access for all. 

 
(2001).  The Green Infrastructure Center is currently working on an assessment of green 
restoration potential for vacant and underdeveloped parcels in Richmond Virginia. 

There are several web portals that can be useful starting places for locating case examples for 
green infrastructure planning. The Conservation Fund created the web survey portal 
greeninfrastructure.net. This is a self-reporting database, so data are entered only if the project 
submits its own report.  Another new web tool is LandScope America. This site exists primarily 
to promote land conservation planning and serves as a portal for finding potential sources of 
data and highlighting unique and special places of biodiversity, such as Lake Wales Ridge in 
Florida or the Clinch River in southwestern Virginia. Lastly, a web site that links green 
infrastructure to watershed conservation is the EPA Healthy Watersheds Initiative.  This site 
makes the case that green infrastructure conservation is important to healthy watersheds and 
clean water and includes a number of project links.  
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Increasingly, green infrastructure planning is also being linked to the field of public health. 
According to the US Centers for Disease Control, in 2007, 57 million Americans were at risk of 
getting diabetes. But the good news is that diabetes can be prevented by weight loss and 
exercise.  Green infrastructure planning can help communities link people to trails and parks 
that reduce stress while getting them fit and healthy.  Doctors are beginning to prescribe 
walking to lower risk from lack of fitness and weight gain by ordering trail walks for their 
patients (Washington Post, 2009).  However, while there are new populist books promoting 
engagement with nature such as Last Child in the Woods

There are many publications that link to issues of public health in cities and show that lower 
income neighborhoods have higher rates of health problems.  In the early 1900s, planning and 
public health professionals worked together to protect public health and prevent the spread of 
disease by developing zoning laws to influence the built environment. However, the disciplines 
followed different paths with public health focusing on a clinical model, and planning on policy 
development and physical form. These two fields are re-connecting now as many chronic 
diseases are associated with the built environment and the individual behaviors that 
cumulatively lead to negative health outcomes. Examples of texts on this subject are 

, (Louve, 2005) that synthesize earlier 
academic research, these books do not make the direct link to landscape level planning per se 
or specifically green infrastructure.   

Urban Sprawl 
and Public Health by Frumkin,  Frank and  Jackson, Neighborhoods and Health by  Kawachi and  
Berkman, and Integrating Planning and Public Health

 

 by  Morris, R Duncan, Hannaford, et.al  
Public health journals have published the majority of research in this area and supported 
special issues on this topic; planning-related journals have begun to do so recently.  

The following bibliography is not comprehensive but does provide a snapshot of the diversity 
and age of relevant titles. There are many case studies that have been published individually 
and links to those are provided on the Green Infrastructure Center’s website at www.gicinc.org.   
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further socio-spatial differentiations that were occurring inside a rapidly urbanising field.2 

Nonetheless, the bulk of twentieth-century urban studies rested on the assumption that 
cities—or, later, “conurbations,” “city-regions,” “urban regions,” “metropolitan regions,” 
and “global city-regions”—represented a particular type of territory that was qualitatively 
specific, and thus different from the putatively “non-urban” spaces that lay beyond their 
boundaries.  
The demarcations separating urban, suburban, and rural zones were recognised to shift 
historically, but the spaces themselves were assumed to remain discreet, distinct, and uni-
versal.  While paradigmatic disagreements have raged regarding the precise nature of the 
city and the urban, the entire field has long presupposed the existence of a relatively stable, 
putatively “non-urban” realm as a “constitutive outside” for its epistemological and empiri-
cal operations. In short, across divergent theoretical and political perspectives—from the 
Chicago School’s interventions in the 1920s, and the rise of the neo-Marxist “new urban 
sociology” and “radical geography” in the 1970s, to the debates on world cities and global 
cities in the 1980s and 1990s—the major traditions of twentieth-century urban studies 
embraced shared, largely uninterrogated geographical assumptions that were rooted in the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries’ geohistorical conditions in which this field of 
study was first established.
During the last thirty years, however, the form of urbanisation has been radically recon-
figured, a process that has seriously called into question the inherited cartographies that 
have long underpinned urban theory and research. Aside from the dramatic spatial and 
demographic expansion of major mega-city regions, the last thirty years have also witnessed 
several far-reaching worldwide socio-spatial transformations.3 These include:
•	 The creation of new scales of urbanisation. Extensively urbanised interdependencies are 

being consolidated within extremely large, rapidly expanding, polynucleated metro-
politan regions around the world to create sprawling “urban galaxies” that stretch be-
yond any single metropolitan region and often traverse multiple national boundaries. 
Such mega-scaled urban constellations have been conceptualised in diverse ways, and 
the representation of their contours and boundaries remains a focus of considerable re-
search and debate.4 Their most prominent exemplars include, among others, the origi-
nal Gottmannian megalopolis of “BosWash” (Boston-Washington DC) and the “blue 
banana” encompassing the major urbanised regions in western Europe, but also emer-
gent formations such as “San San” (San Francisco-San Diego) in California, the Pearl 
River Delta in south China, the Lagos-centred littoral conurbation in West Africa, as 
well as several incipient mega-urban regions in Latin America and South Asia. 

•	 The blurring and rearticulation of urban territories. Urbanisation processes are being re-
gionalised and reterritorialised. Increasingly, former “central functions,” such as shop-
ping facilities, company headquarters, research institutions, prestigious cultural venues, 
as well as spectacular architectural forms, dense settlement patterns, and infrastructural 

During the last several decades, the field of urban studies has been animated by an extraor-
dinary outpouring of new ideas regarding the role of cities, urbanism, and urbanisation pro-
cesses in ongoing global transformations.1 Yet, despite these advances, the field continues to 
be grounded upon a mapping of human settlement space that was more plausible in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries than it is today.  
The early twentieth century was a period in which large-scale industrial city-regions and 
suburbanising zones were being rapidly consolidated around the world in close conjunc-
tion with major demographic and socio-economic shifts in the erstwhile “countryside.” 
Consequently, across diverse national contexts and linguistic traditions, the field of twen-
tieth-century urban studies defined its theoretical categories and research object through a 
series of explicit or implied geographical contrasts. Even as debates raged regarding how best 
to define the specificity of urban life, the latter was universally demarcated in opposition 
to a purportedly “non-urban” zone, generally classified as “rural.” As paradigms for theory 
and research evolved, labels changed for each term of this supposed urban-rural continuum, 
and so too did scholars’ understandings of how best to conceptualise its basic elements and 
the nature of their articulation. For instance, the Anglo-American concept of the “sub-
urb” and the French concept of la banlieue were introduced and popularised to demarcate 

neil brenner
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In short, in an epoch in which the idea of the “non-urban” appears increasingly to be an 
ideological projection derived from a long dissolved, preindustrial geohistorical formation, 
our image of the “urban” likewise needs to be fundamentally reinvented.  
As early as four decades ago, Henri Lefebvre put forward the radical hypothesis of the 
complete urbanisation of society, demanding a radical shift in analysis from urban form to 
the urbanisation process. However, a systematic application of this fundamental thesis has 
yet to be undertaken.9 Perhaps, in the early twenty-first century, the moment is now ripe 
for such an undertaking? Indeed, in our view, the epistemological foundations of urban 
studies must today be fundamentally transformed, and Lefebvre’s formulation provides a 
highly salient starting point for such an effort. The epistemological shift towards the analy-
sis of planetary urbanisation requires new strategies of concrete research and comparative 
analysis that transcend the assumptions regarding the appropriate object and parameters for 
“urban” research that have long been entrenched and presupposed within the mainstream 
social sciences and planning/design disciplines. In close conjunction with such new research 
strategies, the investigation of planetary urbanisation will require major theoretical and 
conceptual innovations. We need first of all new theoretical categories through which to 
investigate the relentless production and transformation of socio-spatial organisation across 
scales and territories. To this end, a new conceptual lexicon must be created for identifying 
the wide variety of urbanisation processes that are currently reshaping the urban world and, 
relatedly, for deciphering the new emergent landscapes of socio-spatial difference that have 
been crystallising in recent decades. Last but not least, we require adventurous, experimen-
tal, and boundary-exploding methodological strategies to facilitate the empirical investiga-
tion of these processes. Whether or not a distinct field of “urban” studies will persist amidst 
such theoretical, conceptual, and methodological innovations is a question that remains to 
be explored in the years and decades ahead.  
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arrangements, are being dispersed outwards from historic central city cores, into erst-
while suburbanised spaces, among expansive catchments of small- and medium-sized 
towns, and along major transportation corridors such as superhighways and rail lines.5

•	 The disintegration of the “hinterland.” Around the world, the erstwhile “hinterlands” 
of major cities, metropolitan regions and urban-industrial corridors are being recon-
figured as they are functionalised—whether as back office and warehousing locations, 
global sweatshops, agro-industrial land-use systems, recreational zones, energy genera-
tion grids, resource extraction areas, fuel depots, waste disposal areas, or corridors of 
connectivity—to facilitate the continued expansion of industrial urbanisation and its 
associated planetary urban networks.6

•	 The end of the “wilderness.” In every region of the globe, erstwhile “wilderness” spaces 
are being transformed and degraded through the cumulative socio-ecological conse-
quences of unfettered worldwide urbanisation. In this way, the world’s oceans, alpine 
regions, the equatorial rainforests, major deserts, the arctic and polar zones, and even 
the earth’s atmosphere itself, are increasingly interconnected with the rhythms of plan-
etary urbanisation at every geographical scale, from the local to the global.7

In our view, these geohistorical developments pose a fundamental challenge to the entire 
field of urban studies as we have inherited it from the twentieth century: its basic episte-
mological assumptions, categories of analysis, and object of investigation require a foun-
dational reconceptualisation in order to remain relevant to the massive transformations of 
worldwide socio-spatial organisation we are witnessing today. Under contemporary condi-
tions, therefore, the urban can no longer be understood with reference to a particular “type” 
of settlement space, whether defined as a city, a city-region, a metropolis, a metropolitan 
region, a megalopolis, an edge city, or otherwise. Consequently, despite its continued per-
vasiveness in scholarly and political discourse, the category of the “city” has today become 
obsolete as an analytical social science tool. Correspondingly, it is no longer plausible to 
characterise the differences between densely agglomerated zones and the less densely set-
tled zones of a region, a national territory, a continent, or the globe through the inherited 
urban/rural (or urban/non-urban) distinction. Today, the urban represents an increasingly 
worldwide condition in which political-economic relations are enmeshed.  
This situation of planetary urbanisation means, paradoxically, that even spaces that lie well 
beyond the traditional city cores and suburban peripheries—from transoceanic shipping 
lanes, transcontinental highway and railway networks, and worldwide communications in-
frastructures to alpine and coastal tourist enclaves, “nature” parks, offshore financial centres, 
agro-industrial catchment zones and erstwhile “natural” spaces such as the world’s oceans, 
deserts, jungles, mountain ranges, tundra, and atmosphere—have become integral parts of 
the worldwide urban fabric. While the process of agglomeration remains essential to the 
production of this new worldwide topography,8 political-economic spaces can no longer be 
treated as if they were composed of discrete, distinct, and universal “types” of settlement. 
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Construction in downtown Detroit  (PAUL SANCYA / AP)

To live in a city is to watch it change, sometimes quickly and in troubling ways.

ese changes, more often than not, are the product of decisions by city planners

on which longtime residents often have little input or sway. is process is usually

referred to with a commonly used term: gentri�cation. But there is no single answer

to the questions of what gentri�cation really means, what causes it, who controls it,

and how it actually changes neighborhoods and the people who live in them.

How to Kill a City: Gentri�cation, Inequality, and the Fight for the Neighborhood, a

new book by the journalist Peter Moskowitz, brings some much-needed clarity to

thinking about a slippery concept. “While urban renewal, the suburbanization of

cities, and other forms of capital creation are relatively easy to spot (a highway built

through a neighborhood is a relatively obvious event), gentri�cation is more

Peter Moskowitz’s new book on gentri�cation outlines how local governments cede
their power over residents’ lives to private interests.
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discreet, dispersed, and hands-off,” he writes. Moskowitz adds to the growing canon

aimed at understanding and explaining the process of gentri�cation, and he not so

subtly suggests that while gentri�cation  naturally brings some improvements to a

city,including more people and money, it also frequently kills some cultural

traditions and diversity, the precise characteristics that make cities so dynamic and

desirable in the �rst place.

Moskowitz tells of how gentri�cation has swept through some of America’s biggest

cities, writing case studies of Detroit, San Francisco, New York, and post-Katrina

New Orleans. In each city, there are speci�c problems and circumstances that

helped the process along, but it’s striking how similar the choices made by

politicians, business leaders, and developers and their effect on poor really are across

the country. Gentri�cation, in each of these cities, dismantles and displaces existing

neighborhoods and communities in order to make way for new residents who are

mostly whiter, and always richer, than those who predate them. And the same

choices seem to be made again and again.

While Moskowitz includes the important stories of those who called a

neighborhood home long before coffee shops and luxury condos appeared, it’s his

outline of the systemic process of displacement that is the most devastating.  He

convincingly shows how the choices that a city and its government make in the

name of a booming economy assign value to some residents and not others: From

choices on where and how to fund affordable housing, to invest in public schools,

to support new local businesses, but not old ones, the process that goes by the name

“revitalization” is often something more pernicious.

In How to Kill a City’s section on New Orleans, Moskowitz highlights the uneven

treatment of poor neighborhoods and rich ones in the post-Katrina period, noting

that some who saw a need for economic revitalization have said that the storm

cleared out some of the less desirable neighborhoods, leaving room for them to be

rebuilt without as much concentrated poverty and blight. But they were also being

rebuilt more slowly and in a way that ultimately left their previous residents adrift.

On top of that, Moskowitz writes, changes to the city’s basic services, particularly

its school system, disadvantaged poorer families, who were burdened by undue

amounts of paperwork. e city also dismantled the teacher’s union, which had

helped build part of New Orleans’s black middle class.
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In his chronicle of Detroit, Moskowitz shows how gentri�cation differs in a city

that is steadily emptying out because of economic hardship rather than a natural

disaster. He notes that in a 2010 attempt to recast the city as an urban center on the

rise, rather than one facing a staggering �nancial failure, the city’s mayor, Dave

Bing, proposed shrinking the boundaries of Detroit in order to focus on the

downtown area while cutting out the struggling outer ring. e idea, though it was

shot down, has had long-lasting implications for how people conceptualize the city,

Moskowitz argues, with developers, city planners, and corporations focusing most

of their energy and money on a relatively small section of it. “e new Detroit is

now a nearly closed loop,” he writes, “It is possible to live in this new Detroit and

essentially never set foot in the old one.” And after �ling for bankruptcy, the city’s

government has had less power to plot out the city’s future, leaving it in the hands

of developers and nonpro�ts, who may still have a somewhat limited view of what

quali�es as Detroit.  

San Francisco and New York, in many ways, have problems and opportunities that

are the opposite of Detroit’s. Instead of wanting to gin up economic growth in

concentrated areas, residents there are struggling to contain it. As San Francisco

becomes a hub for bigger, richer companies and their employees, the displacement

of longtime residents has vastly outpaced any efforts at maintaining or creating

affordable housing in the city. And despite stable economies, liberal leanings, and

high involvement in municipal politics in both New York and San Francisco,

policies that could potentially help poorer residents have been much slower to come

and less robust than the in�ux of new private capital that devours neighborhoods

and displaces residents. In just about every city Moskowitz examines, he �nds that

choices by city and state governments limited the creation of affordable housing

and changed public-housing policies, giving poorer residents little refuge in

increasingly expensive cities.

Ultimately, Moskowitz says that a big part of the problem when it comes to the

unremitting pace of gentri�cation is that it is a process that often involves the

investments and decisions of the private entities, including developers and big

corporations, that decide to set up shop in new neighborhoods. In some ways, that’s

great for areas that are �oundering, but when city leaders become too reliant on the

plans and dollars of the private sector, the people who had been living and working

in these neighborhoods all along have no one to look out for them and the lives

they’ve built. Private organizations have different interests and responsibilities when
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it comes to making plans to spruce up a neighborhood. And that can mean that

their investments don’t happen an egalitarian manner, or bene�t a diverse group of

residents.  

Regarding this point, Moskowitz writes:

Believing that hipsters can reverse the consequences of late-stage capitalism is a

more attractive thought for city planners in cash-strapped cities than realizing

that many American cities are, for now, screwed thanks to postindustrial

decline and growing inequality. Gentri�cation may provide a new tax base, but

it also reshapes what cities are, turning them into explicit supporters of

inequality, reliant on it to self-fund, yet still unable to meet the needs of their

poor. A real solution to the economics of American cities would require more

work—more taxes, more laws, more intervention from the federal government.

ose things are hard. Gentri�cation is easy.

Moskowitz says that while gentri�cation is a problem in just about every developed

country in the world, its propensity to become a full-blown crisis in American cities

has a lot to do with insufficient housing regulation. “In nearly every other

industrialized nation besides the United States, there is near-consensus that purely

private land markets will not meet the needs of the poor, and so measures have been

taken to ensure that at least some land remains off the market or subject to

regulations that make it affordable.”

And in that vein, Moskowitz has some ideas for  how to lessen the sting of

gentri�cation: expanding and protecting access to public lands and giving residents

more of a voice in the city via community boards and similar organizations, to

name two possibilities. Moskowitz also wants cities to heavily regulate housing and

to raise taxes, wages, and spending on the poor. He doesn’t expect that all, or most,

of these plans will come to fruition. But implementing any of them, he writes,

would constitute progress.
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